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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Flux line lattice melting in the high temperature superconducting materials is 
quantitatively different from low temperature superconducting materials because the 
magnitude of the pinning potential compared to the thermal energy close to the su­
perconducting transition temperature Tc is much smaller. The high thermal energies 
allow for the temperature region, where the flux line solid is melted into a vortex 
liquid, to be much larger and therefore more experimentally accessible in the high 
temperature superconductors than in the low temperature superconductors. 
In traditional type II superconducting samples, a small applied magnetic field 
H, below the so-called lower critical field H^i, is excluded beyond a distance A from 
the superconductor's surface [1, 2]. Raising H > H(,i the magnetic field penetrates 
the superconductor in the form of a hexagonal lattice of flux lines or vortices of 
average spacing Oo [3]. Each flux line consists of a core of radius where the 
superelectron density is reduced, going to zero at the center of the vortex, and a 
surrounding vortex of supercurrent with current density j that decays exponentially 
over a distance A. The total flux contained in the vortex is the quantum of flux with 
magnitude (f>o = h/2e. When an external current of density j is applied perpendicular 
to the field direction, the flux lines move orthogonal to the current density and 
the field direction due to an effective Magnus force [4, 5] commonly referred to as 
2 
the Lorentz force density Fj^ = jB, where B is the magnetic induction. Under 
the driving force the vortices quickly reach terminal velocity. The resulting flux 
line velocity is determined by viscous forces and is typically on the order of 1cm/s. 
Vortex motion across j leads to a voltage V = Edy = vBdy, and therefore, energy 
density dissipation Ej and a finite linear resistivity p, i.e. V oc j, along j over a 
distance dy. In the presence of pinning sites the overall force acting on a vortex is a 
vector sum of the Lorentz force and a bulk pinning force Fp. At zero temperature, 
a resistance would be observed only if j could exceed the critical current density 
jc = Fp/B. Pinning sites are inhomogeneities in the superconductor from which 
the vortex cannot leave without a large energy increase. Point-like pinning sites, 
randomly distributed, destroy the positional order of the vortex lattice at distances 
larger than certain correlation lengths Rc, perpendicular to the field direction, and 
Lc parallel to the field direction [6]. In the theory of Larkin-Ovchinnikov [6], the 
correlation lengths are determined from the requirement that the energy of elastic 
deformation of the flux lattice is equal to the spatial dependent pinning energy. 
In addition to bulk pinning, a material can show flux creep. For T > 0, but with 
jc larger than the transport current, there is a finite probability for thermally acti­
vated vortex "hopping" leading to flux creep [7]. In the one potential approximation 
of the Anderson model [7], the probability leading to a "hopping rate" is estimated 
as expl^—U/k^T^, where the activation barrier for bundles of the vortex lattice is 
where Up corresponds to the free energy barrier from the pinning effects of physical 
defects or just termed the pinning energy, W = jBVw is the work done in moving 
given by 
(1.1) 
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a flux bundle with V being the flux bundle volume that takes the thermally assisted 
jump, and w the hop distance (^ < w <ao). 
The elastic interactions of the hopping flux volume with the surrounding vortex 
system were taken into account by Feigel'man et al. [8] and more generally by Nat-
terman [9]. The interactions of a bundle with the other vortices in the system give 
rise to a different current dependence of the the activation energy given by [8] 
Within these theories, the exponent depends on the superconducting dimensionality, 
and the size of the jumping volume V, which is also dependent on j and on w. 
It turns out n actually increases as j decreases [8]. In any event as the current 
is reduced to zero the resistance becomes infinitesimally small. Here the material 
behaves as a true superconductor in the sense that its resistance is zero. This state 
has been termed a vortex glass where glass-like behavior arises from non-uniform 
pinning potentials [10, 11]. At high driving currents, the elastic interactions amongst 
vortex bundles is overcome by the jumps of individual bundles and flux creep is 
established. 
The effective activation energies due to the strong elastic interactions of a jump­
ing flux volume amongst the rest of a vortex lattice can be expected to be similar in 
nature to the energies governing the motion of vortices in a strongly correlated vortex 
liquid. This is especially true in the anisotropic copper-oxide (CuO) high tempera­
ture superconductors (HTSC's) since the pinning potentials of randomly distributed 
pinning centers become less important than the thermal energy k^T close to Tc- The 
sensitivity of the mixed state to thermal fluctuations can be emphasized by looking 
at the temperature regime near Tc, | T — Tc |, within which fluctuation corrections 
(1.2) 
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to the superconducting order parameter are necessary. This temperature regime can 
be estimated from Tc scaled with the square of the ratio of the minimum condensar 
tion energy required for superconducting order, and fc^T. The scaling ratio 
is termed the Ginzberg criteria Gj and in a more rigorous form (in gaussian units) 
is [12] 
\ T - T c  \  ,  
- "TT- ^  
K = A/^ is the Ginzberg parameter, and are the coherence length and pen­
etration depth in the ab-plane, respectively, and F is the mass anisotropy of the 
material. According to Eq. 1.3, in traditional superconductors, such as niobium (Nb) 
where ^ « 38nm, A w 40nm,and Hf.2 « 2 x lO^Oe, noticeable effects of thermal fluc­
tuations occur only within a few //K of Tc (9.2K for Nb). For the HTSC's, the small 
value of coherence length and the large values of temperature Tc, penetration depth 
A, and anisotropy F mean Eq. 1.3 gives a thermal fluctuation regime of ~ 25mK—IK 
in zero field. 
It is this sensitivity of the HTSC's to thermal fluctuations that led Nelson [13] 
to suggest that flux line lattice melting may be observed and is predicted to occur 
under a criterion similar to Eq. 1.3 but with a fractional prefactor [12]. Thermal 
softening of the pinning potential assists the flux line lattice melting process [14]. 
This is because thermal fluctuations in the vortex positions effectively average out 
the pinning potential. The shear modulus in a liquid is zero. As a consequence, flux 
line dislocations, entanglement and even cutting are easily possible [15]. A vortex 
system in the liquid phase can be driven relatively quickly to the Bardeen-Stephen 
flux flow [16] limit with even small driving currents. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to carefully investigate the vortex solid to 
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liquid phase or melting transition in untwinned and lightly twinned single crystals 
of YBa2Cu307_^ (YBCO), an anisotropic high temperature superconductor. In 
YBCO a sharp discontinuity in the resistivity appears at the vortex melting transi­
tion. The discontinuity is investigated to determine the order of the melting transi­
tion. A peak in Jc just below the discontinuity and its interpretation as due to vortex 
lattice softening supports the melting hypothesis. Crystals showing the melting dis­
continuity are irradiated with electrons creating point-like defects. The effectiveness 
of the defects as pinning sites are compared to the unirradiated sample and other 
types of defects in transport measurements. The point defects created by the electron 
irradiation prevent the extremely sharp melting transition seen in the preirradiation 
measurements. The sharp melting discontinuity is shown to be reestablished after 
annealing the sample. 
6 
CHAPTER 2. THEORY 
2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this work is to use transport measurements to probe the flux line 
lattice melting in YBa2Cu307_g (YBCO). The vortex melting transition is seen as 
a sharp drop in the resistivity as a function of both field and temperature. The sharp 
discontinuity is shown to be assymetrically hysteretic in field with the vortex liquid 
to solid phase transition being sharper than the solid to liquid transition. Subloops in 
the resistive hysteresis with applied field are seen and further support the first order 
nature of the phase transition. The controlled addition of point defects by electron 
irradiation into an untwinned crystal replaces the sharp, non-ohmic melting discon­
tinuity seen before addition of the point defects with a smooth, ohmic transition to 
"zero" resistivity. Controlled annealing of the sample a/ter electron irradiation shows 
a gradual reestablishment of the sharp, first order phase transition of the vortex sys­
tem at the melting temperature Tc. The theoretical considerations surrounding the 
vortex phase diagram, vortex lattice melting, vortex pinning, and electron irradiation 
will be presented as a prelude to the experimental study. 
A simple qualitative phase diagram, not drawn to scale, for YBCO is shown in 
the upper plot [17] of Figure 2.1. The temperature and field values are estimates for 
YBCO. This plot shows the H — T plane and the location of the different proposed 
7 
vortex phases in the plane. In the narrow region where the applied magnetic fields are 
below Hg]^(T), the superconductor is in the (1) Meisner state. In this small region, 
a system of vortices is abscent. With an applied field between the lines labelled 
as and 11^2 (T)> vortices exist within the sample. At low temperatures and 
fields a (2) vortex soUd phase is expected. The solid phase possesses long range 
phase coherence. If material disorder is absent, the vortex solid is the Abrikosov flux 
line lattice. When flux pinning and disorder are present, the vortex glass (VG) [10] 
phase is predicted in 3-D. At higher temperatures, long range phase coherence of the 
vortices are lost and the flux lines are in the (3) vortex liquid phase. 
An experimentally determined melting line is shown in the lower plot [18] of 
Figure 2.1. When pinning is weak, the vortex solid and liquid phases are separated by 
a well defined first-order melting line Irn [Hj- The first order phase transition is seen 
below ~7T for the sample used in determining the figure. At low fields, weak point 
disorder affects only slightly the flux solid and liquid phases when close to the melting 
line. When strong quenched disorder exists, the transition from a vortex solid to a 
vortex liquid is lower in the H—T plane [19]. In the case of highly disordered YBCO, 
such as in YBCO thin films, the vortex solid-to-liquid phase transition has been 
shown experimentally to be second order, following universal scaling laws [20, 21]. 
The second order phase transition is observed for the single crystal data in the lower 
panel of Figure 2.1 above 7T and is indicated by the dashed line. At temperatures 
near Tc an isotropic entangled vortex liquid is theoretically predicted [13]. 
The line separating the vortex solid and the vortex liquid is the melting line. 
One of the oldest and most widely used attempts to predict the melting curves of 
solids is due to Lindeman [22]. Lindeman assumed a solid melts when the mean-
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square amplitude of vibrations of atoms about their equilibrium position ' 
becomes larger than a certain fraction, the Lindeman fraction, of the lattice spacing 
ao. Lindeman then straightforwardly arrived at a relationship between the melting 
temperature Tmj the melting volume and the force constant of the oscillator. The 
Lindeman approach to melting treats the solid and says nothing about the liquid, 
why the solid becomes a liquid, or the mechanism for melting. For these reasons it is 
a one-phase theory that evolves from an intuitive sense of what must be occurring. 
The intuitive ideas behind the melting of classical solids can be used in examining 
the melting of the vortex sohd. 
2.2 Vortex Melting 
Prior to the discovery of high temperature superconductors, melted flux liquids 
were already familiar from discussions of two-dimensional superconducting films [23]. 
Fisher's early theoretical exploration showed that dislocation-mediated melting of the 
flux lattice would lead to both hexatic and ordinary liquid phases of essentially point 
vortices. The hexatic liquid-crystal-like phase is characterized by a power-law decay 
in orientational order [24]. At a temperature T^ the disclinations unbind and for T > 
Tff there will be an isotropic liquid with exponential decay of all correlation functions. 
Any two-dimensional lattice becomes unstable to the formation of dislocations above 
a melting temperature, Tm for Kosterlitz-Thouless transitions [25]. Kosterlitz and 
Thouless predict that the vortex lattice will melt via a second-order transition at Tm 
and the shear modulus C06(T) (which is nonzero for T < Tm) will drop discontinously. 
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For this 2-D theory [23], Tm is in general, 
rp . (n 1 \ J-m — ; ) (-s-lj 
A-KHok-Q 
where C0g is the shear modulus of the flux lattice ignoring thermal fluctuations [26] 
and is the Boltzman constant, and predicts Urn to be independent of magnetic 
field 
T m ^ T m =  
in the field range determined by 
eab(T)«ao«Aab(T). (2.3) 
^abC^) ~ 2'^ab/'^ ^ effective two-dimensional penetration depth [27] and d is the 
film thickness. In the high field limit, B < 
2„SIC u,oHf,o ~ (2.4) 
The {hoH(.2 — dependence in Tm comes from the field dependence of the shear 
modulus egg which vanishes with increasing field. 
The novelty of the high-Tc superconductors lies in the possibility of a melted 
liquid in 3-D where Tm is field dependent regardless of field range. For the high tem­
perature superconductors, the elastic moduli for the flux line lattice have been deter­
mined from the elastic moduli of isotropic superconductors [28, 29]. Modifications for 
the tetragonal symmetry of the high-Tc superconductors are made by adjusting the 
effective mass tensor for the uniaxial anisotropy [30]. Using the anisotropic elastic 
moduli, Houghton [30] initially calculated the mean squared thermal displacement 
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leading to the vortex melting temperature via the Lindeman criteria. Similar ap­
proaches used to arrive at different forms for Tm [31, 32, 12] have been made. Here 
a regathering of terms of one form and with cqq « 0o5/(87r/foA^)^ gives Tm [12] as 
~ 0.1 — 0.2 is the Lindeman fraction, eo is a convenient energy scale 
(t>l 
so = (2.7) 
47r^oA'^ 
and Bra is the melting field. 
2.2.1 £l£istic Behavior 
The elastic behavior of the 3-D flux lines is important in determining the vortex 
melting transition and the nature of vortex pinning, the latter to be discussed in more 
detail shortly. Vortex melting and the volume pinning force depend on the degree 
to which the flux line lattice can adjust itself to the thermal disturbances and to the 
distribution of the pinning centers, respectively. Linear elasticity theory has been 
used to calculate the displacements u(a;, y, z) of the flux lines with respect to the flux 
line lattice. The stresses and strains Cj in the flux line lattice are related by 
'^i ~ HjH (2-8) 
using the usual notation (Voigts) of anisotropic crystals [33]. The index i takes on 
the values 1 to 6 which refer to the suffixes xx, yy, zz, yz, xz, and xy, respectively, 
and 
^xx = dux/dx and exy = (2.9) 
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with eyy, tzz-, ^yz-, an.d exz defined in a similar way. The stress components are axx, 
o'yy, cTzz, <^xy, cryz, ctxz, <^zxi o'yzt and azy- The subscripts indicate the direction 
of the force and of the normal vector of the plane on which the force is exerted. A 
force balance exists allowing cyz, ctxz, cryz and azy, czx, czy to be set equal to each 
other, respectively. The strain component ezz and ctzz are not defined in the flux 
line lattice, since the z-direction is taken parallel to the flux lines, i.e. the direction 
of the external field. For the hexagonal symmetry of the flux line lattice the stress 
and the strain components are related by the following matrix of elastic moduli [34] 
c i i  C2\ 0  0 0 
ci2 C22 0 0 0 
0 0 C44 0 0 62^ (2.10) 
0 0 0 C44 0 
0 0 0 0 cqq 
with ci2 — cii — 2cgg. So three basic elementary moduli can be distinguished: the 
uniaxial compression modulus cn, the tilt modulus C44 and the shear modulus cqq. 
By considering the change in free energy resulting from a homogeneous deformation 
of a large bundle of flux lines, a relationship for the compression modulus can be 
derived [34] 
<^XX 
^ y y  
ozz 
= 
Oxz 
1 • 
^ y y  
^ z z  
^xz 
exy ^ 
r>2 f9H\ C U=cqg + B j^ ,  
and for tilt with respect to the applied field direction 
C44 = BH. 
An expression was derived for cgg for fields close to H(.2 
/c2(2K2 - 1) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
= ,341 (2,3) 
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where is a geometrical factor equal to 1.16 for a triangular flux line lattice. 
In GL theory, for a periodic deformation of the flux line lattice the uniaxial 
compression modulus and the tilt modulus strongly depend on the wavevector k of 
the displacement field [28, 29]. Brandt [28, 29] derived relations for and C44 
and 
= (2.15) 
/^ok2 + A;2 IJ.O 
with 
I? - (2 16)  
where is the spatial average of the order parameter and 
fcj = fc|[l+^^(2«l-l)| (2.17) 
where /?^ is a geometrical factor. According to Brandt [35], cqq is nearly independent 
of the wavevector k. The behavior of C0g in several limiting cases was studied and 
an approximate relation for all values of B, T, and k, was derived 
=66(k) 
8/t2 \ IJ'oH(,2 ) 
( 
The elastic moduli can be put in easy to use forms [36, 37] 
C44 « 0.863^° (2.19) 
and 
rc/s « 
4/^, 
C66 "^'(1 - bf- (2.20) 
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2.2.2 Thermodynamics of Phase Transitions 
The melting transition can be described from the thermodynamic perspective of 
phase transitions. The magnetic Gibbs function is a minimum at equilibrium for a 
system held at constant T, P, n, M,..., and is defined as 
G  =  U - E M - T S .  (2.21) 
U is the internal energy and S is entropy. Along the melting curve the magnetic 
Gibbs function for the solid Gs(T7n, H) equals the the magnetic Gibbs function for 
the liquid G^(T7n,H). This condition can be used to relate the melting curve to 
measurable thermodynamic quantities. The change in Gs must equal the change in 
G^, in order that the two remain equal at the new field 
dGi = -SsdT - MsdH = dG^ = -SidT - M^dH. (2.22) 
or 
[Ms - M;) dH = (Si - Ss) dTm = ^dTm (2.23) 
since the difference in entropy between a liquid and a solid is equal to the latent heat 
Lm divided by the temperature of melting. Thus the relation relating Tm to H is 
which is the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [38]. 
If the magnetization of the liquid is greater than the magnetization of the solid, 
then an increase of applied field will lower the temperature of melting so that, for 
example, if such a liquid is just above its melting point, a decrease in applied field can 
cause it to solidify. Vice versa, if the solid is less magnetically dense (less magnetic 
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moment per unit volume) than the liquid, an increase in applied field raises the 
melting point. The applied field can cause such a solid, just above its melting point, 
to melt. In general, probably diflFers very little from Ms, and the applied magnetic 
field must be changed by several Tesla to change Tm by as much as 10 per cent. Using 
the experimental value for dTm/rfH at 4T, « LS/f/T, and Imi^T) ~ 85/C, the ratio 
of the change in magnetization and the latent heat {Ms — Mi)l'Lm is ~ 0.02T'~^. 
In first order phase changes, discontinuities occur in all thermodynamic quanti­
ties, including structure, viscosity or tensile strength, and so on. The vortex phase 
change is a change of this type. Since such changes involve energy input or output 
to produce, a finite amount of heat, the latent heat L, is required to raise the tem­
perature from just below the transition to just above it. This latent heat represents 
a discontinuity in entropy, L = TynA5, at the transition, since Cpj = T(55/5T)fj 
the heat capacity of the vortices becomes infinite at the transition. 
There are other changes of phase, involving the initiation of a different kind of 
ordering in a crystal lattice or in the superconducting transition itself which involve 
simply a change of slope of the entropy with temperature. In this case the heat 
capacity changes discontinuously but does not become infinite at Tc. Such changes 
are called phase changes of second order. For the second order phase transitions 
the constancy of the Gibbs function during the transition in Equation 2.23, which 
gave rise to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for first order phase transitions, breaks 
down because there is no discontinuity in either magnitization or entropy 
{Si — Ss^ during the transition. 
Estimates of the entropy change occuring at melting in an extremely clean vortex 
system are very small, 0.3kq per vortex per layer [39]. Hetzel's approximation [39] has 
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been used to predict the jump in magnetization at Hm in YBCO using the Clausius-
Clapyron equations [40]. A magnetization jump on the order of Joules/Tesla 
is expected for a typical 1mm x 1mm x 0.1mm crystal. The heat capacity can also be 
related to the idealized jump in entropy and would be ~ 10~®Joules/K in a 4Tesla 
field. This contribution to the heat capacity from the melting transition would be for 
a very clean sample and is very small compared to the backgound phonon contribution 
and the normal and superconducting electronic contributions. Any hope of detection 
would have to be at high fields. 
A resistivity measurement is not a thermodynamic measurement and therefore 
cannot reveal the nature of the liquid or solid phase in equilibrium. The great ad­
vantage of the transport experiment is the large voltage produced by moving a large 
number of vortices. The sensing of the the melting transition relies on the develop­
ment of a shear modulus below Hm and the enhanced pinning eflFectiveness of existing 
pin sites. These effects abruptly halt the Lorentz force driven vortex motion. The 
sudden change in the vortex dynamics due to the phase transition are easily seen as 
a discontinuity in the resistivity measurements. The resistive discontinuity will be 
shown in the experimental results section of the vortex melting chapter to follow. 
2.3 Vortex Pinning 
2.3.1 Introduction 
Other forces, besides the Lorentz force, enter vortex dynamics. One of the most 
important forces for observing vortex melting is the pinning force. The dramatic 
effects of added point defects induced by electron irradiation on the vortex melting 
transition will be shown in a later chapter. Variations of the superconducting pa­
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rameters axe created by defects in the crystal structure. The periodic variations in 
the order parameter or the superconducting wave function and of the local magnetic 
field, characteristic of the mixed state, are coupled to the local changes caused by 
lattice irregularities. So in a simple way the elementary pinning can be classified as 
either core or magnetic interactions [37]. 
Because the flux pinning is a central factor affecting flux line lattice melting, it 
is important to understand the various types of pinning that may contribute. For 
a system that displays a first order phase transition, as the amount of microscopic 
random quenched impurities is increased in the system, the transition may or may 
not become second order [41]. Imry and Wotis [41] pointed out that the quenched 
disorder causes local fluctuations in the thermodynamic phase. Local preference of a 
vortex liquid over vortex solid depends on whether the free-energy is lowered more due 
to the vortices taking advantage of the local impurity density than the energy cost of 
the maintaining an interface between the thermodynamic phases. The slight change 
of the melting temperature in a volume of the vortex solid containing a relatively high 
density of defects sets up, as melting occurs, a surface barrier or interface between the 
vortex liquid and solid phases. The interface free energy must be over come before 
further melting occurs. This widens the temperature range of vortex melting and 
causes rounding of the transition. If the strength of the quenched disorder is large, a 
first order phase transition may be driven to a second order transition. The crossover 
to a second order phase transition would be supported by data which show universal 
behavior with the proper critical scaling exponents determining the resultant vortex 
phase. 
The origin of flux pinning for almost all defects, such as point defects, voids, 
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dislocations, grain boundaries, precipitates, twin planes, is the coupling of the defect 
to the order parameter |^|^, the density of Cooper pairs. Defects deviate from the 
surrounding material by a different electron mean free path electron-phonon cou­
pling, elasticity, or density. The first variation in i gives rise to a variation in k while 
the others lead to a local change in Tc [36]. The field and temperature dependencies 
of the various elementary interactions play an important role in the experimental 
determination of the predominant pinning mechanisms [34]. This discussion of ele­
mentary pinning forces will be restricted to point defects or small voids, since these 
are the most important pinning in samples before and after the electron irradiation 
of the samples to be discussed. 
2.3.2 Elementary Pinning Force of Point Defects 
Within the framework of the Ginzberg-Landau (GL) theory, valid close to Tc, 
an expression of the maximum elementary pinning force fp for voids was derived by 
Kramer [42]. Beginning with an expression from Campbell and Evetts [34] for the 
GL free energy of the superconductor per unit volume 
/s = /n + 1  ^1^  I  ^|2) + 1^ ^^ 2 (2.25) 
fn is the free energy of the normal conductor per unit volume in zero field and ^{T) 
the GL coherence length. For a triangular flux line lattice the reduced GL order 
parameter ^ and the local flux density noh are given for flelds just below Hj,2 by [1] 
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and 
h = H-Hc2Vl}?'l'^i^^ (2.27) 
where a© is the lattice parameter, the x-y plane is perpendicular to the external field, 
and the x axis is chosen along the direction of closest packing, is proportional 
to the superconducting electron density, B is the flux density which is the average 
of yioh over several flux lines, k is the GL-parameter and H is the thermodynamic 
field strength which, in the absence of pinning and demagnetization effects, equals 
the external field strength i/ext- Further, the thermodynamic critical field strength 
He, the GL coherence length ^(T) and the flux line spacing a© are given by 
2^°^^ ~ jq ~ ~ jq (2.28) 
(2.29) 
^27r/foHc2 
and 
where Mrev is the reversible magnetization. Kramer [42] assumes that only the 
term in Equation 2.25 is important for the determination of 
the elementary pinning force and that its contribution to the fi:ee energy can be 
considered to be zero within the void and unaffected outside the small void. The 
maximum elementary pinning force of a point defect with a diameter dv -C oo is 
given by the maximum of the derivative of this term with respect to the coordinates 
of the vacancy relative to the flux line lattice multiplied by the volume of the void 
^void 
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The contribution of the kinetic energy of the supercurrents and the gradient 
term of in the change of the free energy has been shown to be underestimated by 
the local approach of Kramer [43]. Thuneberg [43] pointed out that there will also 
be a gain in the condensation energy when a void is at the center of a flux line since 
voids {dv Co)t an interaction energy with an isolated flux line which is for a pure 
superconductor about a factor larger than predicted by the local theory. Here 
is the BCS coherence length being 1.6nm for YBCO. 
More recently Thuneberg calculated the elementary pinning potential as a func­
tion of distance from defect to vortex core for the case of weak scattering [43, 44]. 
This form will be discussed shortly and used in the calculation later. 
2.3.3 Summation Theories of Flux Piiming 
2.3.3.1 Labusch and Campbell The elementary pinning potentials discussed 
above can be used as a basis for considering the combined pinning effects of the 
individual pinning sites. Consider a type II superconductor in the mixed state with a 
homogeneous flux distribution and a flux density B. The pinning centers are randomly 
distributed with respect to the cores of the flux lines so that the elementary pinning 
forces are pointing in all directions and the volume pinning force averages to zero. 
When the external field strength is increased, new flux lines enter the sample at the 
surface and the old ones are moved towards the center. This movement is opposed 
by the pinning centers so that a flux density gradient is built up leading to a driving 
force per unit volume given for one dimension by [45] 
no longer has to go to zero, and derived with a quasiclassical theory for small 
(2.32) 
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The factor dH{B)fdB describes effects of correlations between neighboring vortex 
lines, where H{B) is the external field required to produce and induction B at thermal 
equilibrium, and is important in the low field region {H ~ H^i). Initially, the volume 
pinning force increases linearly with the average displacements of the fiux lines. This 
pinning regime can be termed elastic. For larger displacements, the flux lines break 
away firom the pinning centers and the volume pinning force levels off to a maximum 
value. This is called the critical state [46]. 
If every pinning center is able to exert its maximum pinning force fp and the 
number density is ny, the direct summation hypothesis [47] simply gives 
In real pinning systems, Uy and fp should be considered as quantities averaged over 
the size distribution of the defects. Further, it is assumed that only one dominant 
type of defect has to be taken into account, again this will be point defects created 
by the electron irradiation. 
However, the elastic character of the flux line lattice causes the volume pinning 
force to be smaller than given by the direct summation formula Eq. 2.33. The first 
development of a statistical theory of flux pinning taking into account the elasticity 
of the flux line lattice was developed for a dilute system of small and randomly 
distributed pinning centers [48]. Labusch obtained a form for the volume pinning 
force 
where r_|_(r) is taken as the interaction range perpendicular to the driving force, and 
m(0) is the maximum vortex displacement determined by Schmucker [49]. 
fp = nvfp.  (2.33) 
^ _ nvfpr^iT)u{0) 
i'p = "2 (2.34) 
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The volume pinning force for a stiff flux line lattice and a random distribution 
of pinning sites is zero. A volume pinning force will develop only if the elementary 
pinning forces are strong enough to produce elastic distortion so that the deformation 
becomes irreversible with respect to the direction of flux line motion. The elementary 
pinning forces should therefore satisfy the threshold criterion for pinning given by 
fp > 2cggao = fi; (2.35) 
In deriving Equation 2.34 Labusch assumed a single potential well describing 
the elementary interaction. But, as a consequence of the periodicity of the flux 
line lattice (see for instance Equation 2.26), this assumption breaks down at high 
fields [42, 50]. Campbell [50] obtained a different criterion. The threshold criterion 
of either theory has problems arising due to observance of measurable pinning forces 
below the theoretical thresholds and due to vortex displacements going outside the 
bounds of elastic theory at the threshold criterion. 
2.3.3.2 Larkin and Ovchinnikov Labusch and Campbell predicted an ab­
sence of a volume pinning force Fp for a random distribution of sub-threshold pinning 
centers because they average over an infinite number of pins. Larkin Ovchinnikov [6], 
however, pointed out that the collective pinning effect of weak pins disturbs the long 
range order of the flux line lattice. For the calculation of the volume pinning force, the 
flux line lattice is divided into correlated regions, considered to be pinned indepen­
dently. The volume pinning force is then determined by the statistical fluctuations 
of the sum of the elementary pinning forces in that region, divided by the volume of 
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the region 
with 
vc^ruc and (f^) «^/p- (2.37) 
The dimensions of these regions are determined by the condition 
([u(Rc)-U(0)]2) = r^, (2.38) 
with rj; « ao/2 and ^[u(Rc) - u(0)]2} is the displacement correlation function. In 
the limiting case in which the correlated region consists of a section of one flux line 
with a length Lc, Larkin and Ovchinnikov predicted 
= (2.39) 
fflo 
with Lc given by 
with C44 = b^/ho- This expression should describe the volume pinning force close 
to H(,2 above the field determined by the condition RC = CLQ. 
2.3.3.3 Application of Collective Pinning to YBCO In YBCO there are 
many potential pinning mechanisms both intrinsic and induced by particle irradi­
ation. The intrinsic pinning sites are due to defects in the background crystalline 
lattice in which the vortices find themselves. They include twin planes, oxygen va­
cancies controlled in the oxygen annealing step of sample preparation, other lattice 
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interstitials and vacancies, screw dislocations of the crystalline lattice, and flux inclu­
sions which can be controlled by proper sample growth. One of the induced defects is 
columnar defects produced in high energy, heavy ion irradiation and by fission frag­
ments induced in heavier elements by proton and neutron irradiation . Additional 
types of induced defects are the quasi-spherical defects produced from low energy, 
heavy ion, light ion, including proton, and neutron irreidiations. Point defects from 
electron irradiation will be considered in this section. 
In the vortex solid, the introduction of point defects from electron irradiation 
puts the vortex system clearly into the regime of the collective pinning theory of 
Larkin and Ovchinnikov. Recently, the theory of Larkin and Ovchinnikov has been 
broadened to the three-dimensional collective pinning model [37]. The presence of the 
point pinning sites results in a uniform distribution of vortex lattice defects. Vortices 
pinned to defects constitute a barrier for other vortices to interstitial vortex motion 
through the vortex lattice. The strength of the pinning potential must be evaluated 
in order to estimate the associated energy barrier [51]. 
Thermally activated depinning occurs when k^Tp ^ Up where Tp is the depin-
ning temperature £ind Up is the pinning potential. In general, the pinning potential 
for an applied field in the c-direction can be expressed as 
Up — FpVcT^ . (2.41) 
Vc is the vortex correlation volume around a pin site, ry? is the range of Fp and from 
Equation 2.36 the volume pinning force Fp is 
(2.42) 
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where W = n is the pinning strength of the point defects. For 
example for a 3-D vortex liquid Vc « Lccio where Lc is the vortex correlation length 
along the field direction, and rj for fields along the c-axis if the pinning center 
is a point defect. The average of the the square of the elementary pinning force 
over the unit cell of the elementary interaction is derived from pinning potential 
as a function of distance from the defect to the vortex core for the case of weak 
scattering [52] as calculated by Thuneberg [43] and is 
/  f2\ = J^/n^^/(r)r,#dr 
VP/vortex unit cell ^ '  
with 
/(r) « 2.3/p^exp (2-44) 
and 
where r is the distance from center of point defect, ro ^ 0.81^(T), t = T/Tc and R 
w ao. The quantity g{p£)) is given by 0.88x'{pj))/xiPD) where x is the Gor'kov 
function and p£) = (o/i is defined as the dirt parameter with £ being a scattering 
length and in the clean limit {£ ~ ^o), 9{p£)) 0.85. The quantity 
is the point defect scattering cross-section with Di/ being the diameter of the point 
defect. The integration for {fp)yQj^g^ in Equation 2.43 can be completed 
for B > ro. By replacing R ^ vf "o and ro » ?. the result for 
gives an expression for the pinning strength W 
. (2.46) 
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The correlation length along the flux line Lc can be determined from a balance 
of the elastic deformation energy and the pinning energy [53] 
»•/ i w \\ (2.47) 
where ry is the range of the elementary pinning force /p [53] and the tilt modulus 
C44 in the amorphous limit [36] is 
where the flux line energy 
h = 4>o 
^t t f iox 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
Lc is then in a convenient form 
rinky/nfp (2.50) 
With both the correlation length Lc and the pinning strength W in simple forms, 
the pinnning energy Up in Equation 2.41 becomes 
Up = 1.18 
rin/c (2.51) 
2.4 Vortex Dynamics 
For a sample without pinning, the Lorentz force Fj^ = j<i>o acting on a flux line 
is balanced only by the viscous friction force [16, 54] following the notation of 
Blatter [12]. The Bardeen-Stephen viscous coefficient for a single flux hne r]£{H,T) 
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IS 
(2.52) 
and V is the flux line velocity. The equation for single vortex motion is simply 
Tjfv = (2.53) 
A similar equation applies to the entire flux line system 
rjv = jnv(t>o (2.54) 
where nv = B/cpo is the vortex density, v is now an average of the flux Une velocity 
distribution and ri is the viscous coefficient of the flux lines. The Lorentz force density 
jnv<j>Q is equivalent to the Magnus force [55, 56] acting in an uncharged superfluid. 
Since a power input is required to maintain a steady state (constant j and v), the 
sample will develop an observable electric field E = in the direction of j. A 
flow resistivity is developed by the electric field 
dE (poB 
dj (2.55) 
The equation of motion for the vortex system in the presence of point defects 
can be written in a simple form 
Tiv = fi + fp (2.56) 
where fp is the pinning force. The presence of the point defects leads to a correction 
to the velocity, v =Vo + 6v [12]. The pinning force fp, associated with the correction 
to the velocity 6v, acts along the vortex velocity v and can be written as 
6v fp = -T]—v (2.57) 
V 
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Replacing this form of fp in Equation 2.56 gives 
V = 7^- (2-58) 
1 -h ^ 
The term fj^ is associated with the flux flow resistivity and rjv is associated with the 
measured resistivity so Equation 2.58 may be rewritten as 
i -r ^ 
The ratio ^ can be obtained by averaging the pinning force summation over the 
effects of thermal disorder and point defects (quenched disorder) [12] 
=  - { { f p ) )  
= -(J^up(r)^p{r-ri/-vt-up,u)^'^ 
8v 
V 
-  c mi 
„-40 tjT 4)t p* ' ' 
where Up is the pinning or disorder potential, p(/2) is the single vortex form factor 
1- 1 i)v{r) 1^, 5Tc-pinning 
p{R) = (2.61) 
^ 1 i}v{R) 1^, 6^-pinning 
ipu is the solution for the Ginzberg-Landau equation for a straight vortex aligned with 
the c-axis based on the proposal by Clem [57], R is the two dimensional coordinate in 
the plane orthogonal to the flux line, G is the response function of the system, S is the 
structure factor, Ko = 27r/ao is the maximum in the Fourier transform coordinate, 
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7C/' is a pinning parameter, and tpi is the plastic time. The plastic time becomes 
important when tpi is larger than the time for a flux line to sample the pinning 
potential This condition is met for viscous liquids and tpi can be written as 
^pl = • (2-62) 
Finally Equation 2.60 can be rewritten and included in Equation 2.59 giving 
p  =  u , / k ^ t -  P ® )  
2.5 Electron Irradiation 
The simplest type of defects that can be uniformly added through irradiation 
are the point defects created in electron irradiation. Although the dominant energy 
loss mechanism for electron irradiation is inelastic collisions (collisions in which ex­
citation or ionization of the target takes place), only atomic displacements will be 
examined. Electrons with energies in the range of 1 MeV possess sufficient momen­
tum to displace atoms from crystals in head-on collisions if the threshold energy 
is on the order of 25eV [58]. The threshold energy is the energy required to displace 
an atom permanently from a stable site in a well-bound soUd. The ratio of energy 
lost in coulombic encounters to electronic exciations of the target is of the order of 
10~^ [59]. The energy of sublimation Ec, the energy required to remove a typical 
atom or ion from the surface of a sample, can be used to estimate the threshold 
energy E^, E^ ph AEq, where Ec^5- 6eV. 
Prom collision theory for coulomb encounters [59], the kinetic energy transferred 
T from the incident electron with rest mass me to the target ion with rest mass M is 
^ ° ° (2.64) 
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where 9  is the angle between the initial and final electron velocity vectors Vo and 
vy in the center of mass coordinate system (essensially equivalent to the lab frame 
since mg M), Eo is the initial kinetic energy of the electron, and Tmax is the 
maximum energy transferred. Electrons with energies near 1 MeV are in the moder­
ately relativistic range of velocity since mec^ = O.SllMeV. In the relativistic regime 
Equation 2.64 becomes [59] 
2 m e E o  ( E o +  2 m e < ? )  o  9  
T  =  ^ s  ^ s i n " ^ -
meMc^ 2 
(2.65) 
with c as the speed of light. Letting the incident energy of the electron go to the 
minumum electron energy required to displace the target ion Eo —> Ef, then the 
energy transferred becomes the displacement threshold energy T E^i is 
e^ = 
_ 2meEf; (E^ + 2me(^) . 2 9 
sm (2.66) 
^ memc^ 
In order to calculate the number of target ions displaced by an electron bombardment, 
the scattering cross-section a of each ion in a crystal is required. The differential cross-
section da for Rutherford scattering of Dirac electrons by a point nucleus has been 
derived [60, 61]. Standard practice, however, is not to use Mott's complex result but 
to use a numerical factor R{Z, 9) times the Darwin-Rutherford cross-section where 
Z is the atomic mass of the ion [62]. The resulting integrated form of a for incident 
electron energies ranging from Tm to E^ is [59] 
, 2  \ 2  
_ 7r2 2 / \ 1 
""d - 4 \ me(p- j 
ii 
td 
tm 
td 
11 — /3^1og^^ -1- 7ra/? { 2 (I)'- , tm -log— td (2.67) 
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where 7=^1 — 2 and p = v/c. In order for the variations in ct^ through 
the thickness of the sample to be unimportant, the electron energies must remain in 
excess of Ef. The ranges of electrons with initial energies Eo < 2.5MeV in solids 
may be determined using the empirical Katz-Penfold relation [63] 
R[kg/m?) =4.i2£;^'265-0.09541nEo ^2.68) 
where the initial electron energy Eo is expressed in MeV. The range is a practical 
range defined as in Figure 2.2. Linearity in the percent transmission versus range 
implies the point defect production is uniform across the sample. The number of dis­
placements d of ion type 11 created by the electron irradiation can be approximated 
from the equation 
rf/i « ^ocr^n^ (2.69) 
where $0 is the incident electron flux {eledrons/rr^) and api and are the electron 
scattering cross-section and the areal density for ion of species respectively. 
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Figure 2.2: Percent Transmission versus Range for Electrons 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
3.1 YBa2Cu30'7_|5 
3.1.1 Introduction 
Bednorz and Muller [64] launched the era of high temperature superconduc­
tivity by reporting the possibility of high Tc in the La-Ba-Cu-0 system. Soon 
after a second breakthrough was produced by Wu and co-workers [65]. They re­
ported that a Tc of 93K, well above the liquid nitrogen temperature, was attained 
in Y-Ba-Cu-0 system. This unprecedented high Tc oxide system was soon iden­
tified as YBa2Cu307_g(YBC0) [66]. Figure 3.1 shows the structure of the unit 
cell of YBa2Cu30Y_^ which has dimensions a = 0.38227nm, b = 0.38872nm, and 
c = 1.16802nm [67]. Its main feature is perovskite-like Cu02 bi-layers of thickness 
0.16866nm sandwiching the one Yttrium (Y) site. The separation between Cu02 bi-
layers is s = 1.16802nm. Two Cu atoms are located in the bi-planes and one planarly 
coordinated Cu is in the 'insulating layer'. (The layer may or may not be insulating, 
but the term will be used.) The insulating layer is bounded by the two BaO lay­
ers and has a single CuO layer between the BaO layers. The CuO layer has chains 
along the b-axis since the 0(5) site is vacant. The Cu-0 chains are responsible for 
controlling the hole concentration in the Cu02 layers. 
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Figure 3.1: Structure of the YBa2Cu30'^_j5 Unit Cell 
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The layered structure leads to a large anisotropy between the normal state re­
sistivity measured in the ab-plane and the resistivity pc measured along the 
c-axis. The in-plane resistivity decreases linearly with temperature and is metal­
lic. The resisistivity perpendicular to the CuO planes /3c(T) also shows linearity with 
temperature when the sample is fully-oxygenated, but its large zero temperature re­
sistivity is not compatible with conventional metallic transport theory. The c-axis 
resitivity is semiconducting when the oxygen content is reduced [68]. The ab-plane 
resistivity shows semiconducting character at lower oxygen content. The change 
in resistive character of YBCO along different crystallographic axes is due to the 
crystalline anisotropy and typical of the c-axis character in other high-Tc supercon­
ductors [68, 69]. The change in character of the c-axis resistivity with oxygen content 
is explained by the change in hole content and charge coupling between planes. Typ­
ically, Pc ^ lOO-p^fj for fully oxygenated YBCO. The parameter F = mc/mg^, where 
mc and denote the effective masses of the quasiparticles for motion perpendicular 
to the Cu02 layers and in the layers, respectively, characterizes the anisotropy of the 
charge carriers. The behavior of p^^ is associated with the metallicity of the Cu02 
planes, whereas the activated pc-behavior for fully oxygenated samples is explained 
by the insulating character of the BaO-layers. 
The charge carrier effective mass anisotropy is reflected in the anisotropy of the 
superconducting parameters ^ and A. For YBCO the upper critical field at T = 0 
with the applied field along the c-direction B®2(0) = estimated 
at 170T [70, 71], so that the coherence length in the ab-plane « 1.4nm. For 
an applied field along the ab-plane, the upper critical field at T = 0 in the ab-plane 
B^2(0) = ^o/2''"^c(0)^ab(0) ^ 700T and the coherence length 4c(0) « O.Snm which is 
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smaller than the CuO bi-layer spacing. The charge carrier effective mass anisotropy 
is then F = ^ 25 [72]. This is compared with other high-Tc mate­
rials such as Bi2Sr2CaCu20g^^ where t > 3000 from measurements of magnetic 
torque and is therefore described by the Lawrence-Doniax;h model of Josephson-
coupled superconducting layers. YBa2Cu307_^ can be described by anisotropic 
Ginzberg-Landau theory. Even the more anisotropic materials crossover when ^  s 
to anisotropic 3D behavior at temperatures close to Tc as ^(T) = ^(0) (1 — 
diverges and layer coupling becomes stronger. 
3.1.2 Crystal Growth 
3.1.2.1 Introduction Following the identification of YBa2Cu307_^ as 
the major superconducting phase in the Y-Ba-Cu-0 system, single crystals were ini­
tially produced by Hidaka et al. [73]. Since then crystal quality has improved although 
sample size has only increased slightly since Hidaka's IxlxO.lmm^ inaugural crys­
tal production. Hidaka grew his crystals in platinum (Pt) crucibles. Other types of 
crucibles have been used such as alumina, copper (Cu), single crystals of sapphire, 
magnesia, magnesium aluminate and quartz [74, 75]. All crucibles contaminate the 
single crystals to varying degrees and controversy still exists on which type of crucible 
is best. The most success has come from using gold or yttrium-stabilized zirconia 
crucibles. Measurements of vortex lattice melting on crystals grown in these crucibles 
show consistent results. 
Of prime importance to experimentalists working in the field of high temperature 
superconductivity is sample quality. This fact has become even more important for 
those experimentalists who wish to study vortex phase transitions. One consistency 
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in all the good crystal growth of YBa2Cu307_g is the starting BaO/CuO molar 
ratio. Except for the very first claim of single crystal growth by J. Z. Liu et al. [76], 
who used a 0.40:0.60 molar BaO:CuO solvent, a BaO/CuO mixture in the ratio of 
~28.5 mol% / 71.5mol% seems to be a better choice for producing good crystals. 
Taken from convenient reference [77] Figure 3.2 emphasizes this point showing the 
subsystem Y2BaCu05-BaCu02-Cu0 of the ternary phase diagram of the BaO-
2Y2O3-CUO system with an expanded portion along the line between BaO and CuO. 
The figure has the starting proportions of BaO and CuO used by various researchers 
for making single crystals of YBa2Cu307_^, and shows that independent of other 
factors such as the type of crucible, temperature profile, and amount of Yttrium added 
to the BaO/CuO mixture, a 0.28.5:71.5 molar BaO:CuO mixture is an important 
consistency in making good single crystals of YBa2Cu307_^. 
Along with the crystals being high quality with high, sharp Tc's, a method is 
required to remove the intrinsic planar defects known as twins or twin boundaries. 
The pinning by twin boundaries suppresses the sharp vortex melting discontinuity 
in the resitivity seen in untwinned crystals. A method for removing twin boundaries 
was initially developed by Schmid [78]. Soon after, others demonstrated the same 
result [79, 80, 81]. Shortly after crystals were detwinned, untwinned crystals of high 
enough quahty revealed a sharp discontinuity in resistivity measurements which has 
since been taken as evidence of a vortex phase transition. 
In what follows, the methods used for growing YBa2Cu307_^ single crystals, 
oxygenating them to make them good, uniform superconductors, characterizing them 
with dc susceptibility, optical microscopy, and resistivity, and detwinning them will 
be described. These methods were used to produce consistently high quality samples 
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which were then used in the vortex melting experiments presented in this document. 
3.1.2.2 A Method of Crystal Growth A technique for growing large 
quantities of millimeter size single crystals of superconducting YBa2Cu307_^ and 
an oxygenation procedure which produced high, sharp superconducting transitions 
in small magnetic fields, and vortex melting transitions in high magnetic fields is 
presented. To produce these crystals, an excess Ba-Cu flux method similar to that of 
Kaiser [74] and improved on by John Downey [82] is used. The starting compounds, 
BaC02 (Aldrich, 99.999% pure), CuO (Aldrich, 99.9999% pure), and Y2O3 (Rare 
Earth Products, 99.999% pure), are heated to ~150°C and a total of about 50 grams 
of these ingredients are weighed out while still warm with a Y:Ba:Cu molar ratio 
of 5:27:68. The Ba:Cu part of this starting composition is crucial to making good 
crystals. The ingredients are ground with agate mortar and pestle for about 2 hours 
until a uniform grey powder is produced. About 15 grams of the powder is then 
pressed with about SOOOlbs into ~l/2" diameter, ~1" long pellet. The pellet is 
placed in the center of a 3"x3"xl.5" gold crucible. Another important step in 
producing high quality crystals is the preconditioning of the crucible. Preconditioning 
involves stabilizing the Cu content in the Au crucibles. To do this two methods are 
discussed. For the first method, crystal growth is repeatedly attempted, using the 
exact procedure being presented now, until good crystal are produced. Initially no 
crystals are produced, then after about the 7th or 8th try some crystals of very 
poor quality are produced. Eventually after about 15 attempts, good crystals are 
produced and continued to be produced in subsequent growths. The other method 
to precondition the crucibles is to add some CuO to the crucibles and heat the crucible 
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to ~ 900° for about a week. The second method has only just been tried recently 
and details are not yet available. Preconditioning of the gold crucible is required to 
prevent copper leeching from the pellet into the gold crucible, disrupting the Ba:Cu 
flux mixture, and copper from becoming unavailable for crystal growth. The final 
crystals have approximately 3-atomic% Au in them. 
The crucible and its contents are heated in air in a Lindberg model 51442 box 
furnace with a Lindberg 58114-P temperature controller. The temperature profile in 
the furnace was determined by melting gold and silver samples at various locations 
in the furnace [83]. The crucible is placed in a 4" region, centered 10" in from 
the furnace door, which has less than a 2°C temperature gradient and only a 4°C 
temperature discrepancy with the temperature controller. The crucible was heated 
up to 875°C from room temperature in ~3 hours, heated to 900° C in 1 hour and held 
for 8 hours, heated to 925°C in 1 hour and held for 10 hours, heated to 985°C in ~30 
minutes and held for 1.5 hours, slowly cooled at l®C/hr to 880°C, and then cooled 
at 150°C/hr to room temperature. This temperature profile is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Crystal growth takes place during the slow cool segment between 985°C and 880°C. 
The yellow, gold crucible is completely black with the Ba/Cu flux when the 
crucible is removed. The cylindrical pellet in the center of the crucible has usually 
partially melted and solidified but remains in the center of the crucible. The crystals 
grow almost everywhere on the bottom of the crucible, including in and on the pellet, 
with some crystals growing from the lower third of the walls of the crucible. Crystal 
extraction from Au crucibles is much easier than fi-om yttria-stabilized zirconia cru­
cibles, which can generally be used only once before being destroyed while removing 
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the crystals. The pliable gold is deformed slightly with light tapping from the back 
and gentle pressing beside groups of crystals dislodging them from the flux and/or 
detaching them from the gold. This process also knocks out solidified flux and CuO 
single crystals, but the YBa2Cu30'7^_^ single crystals can easily be identified visu­
ally by their characteristic rectangular parallelepiped (or box) shape and black shiny 
surfaces with faint twins at 45° to the crystal edges visible in reflected light. 
Immediately after this growth procedure the superconducting transition is about 
30K wide with an onset at ~80K, as measured by a low-field SQUID (Superconduct­
ing Quantum Interference Device) magnetometer [84]. The sharp resistive discon­
tinuity synonymous with vortex melting in YBa2Cu307_g single crystals has only 
been seen when the superconducting transition temperature is well above 90K. Vor­
tex melting becomes sharper as the zero field resistive transition becomes sharper. 
This indicates that the uniformity of the superconducting properties is important to 
be able to see the vortex melting transition. In order to bring the superconducting 
transition up to ~93K, the crystals are oxygenated. The crystals are cleaned of any 
flux from their surfaces with a straight razor and ethyl alcohol. Cleaning is very 
important for preventing further surface contamination, for allowing easy oxygen en­
try into the crystal, and for making better electrical contact in subsequent transport 
measurements. The clean crystals are then placed on a piece of quartz in a ~1" 
diameter tube furnace. The YBa2Cu307_5 single crystals are kept in flowing O2 at 
~430''C for approximately 10-14 days. 
3.1.2.3 Crystal Characterization The annealing process produces a su­
perconducting transition width (ATc) of only ~400mK as shown in Figure 3.4. Typi­
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cally the diamagnetic measurement, measured with a low-field SQUID magnetometer, 
and the resistivity measurement are made in 1 Oe field parallel to the crystalline c-
axis. The sample's ATc is defined as the difference in temperature when the sample 
diamagnetism or resistivity is between 90 and 10 percent of its "normal state" value 
just before the transition begins. The two measurements are not on the same crystal 
but on two different samples from two different batches of crystal growth. The figure 
is meant to show the sharpness of the transition indicating the homogeneity of the 
superconductivity in the samples. Typically the zero resistivity temperature corre­
sponds to the onset of the diamagnetic transition in fully oxygenated crystals [85]. 
These measurements are representative of the samples used in this study. The rel­
evant superconducting transition characteristics and the twin boundary geometries 
of all the crystals used in this study are shovm in Table 3.1. The values of Tc are 
determined from the maximum in the temperature derivative of the resistivity. 
Another indication of the quality of the samples can be seen with an optical 
microscope, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. A twinned crystal, if well annealed, shows a 
Table 3.1: A Summary of the Superconducting Transition Temperatures Tc, Tran­
sition Widths ATc Determined from Resistivity Measurements, and a 
Brief Description of the Crystal 
Crystal Descriptions 
Crystal Tc(K) ATc(K) Description 
YBA192 93.01 0.30 detwinned 
YBA211 92.99 0.42 detwinned 
YBA218 92.71 0.70 medium twinned 
YBA224 93.03 0.40 two twin boundaries 
YBA225 92.88 0.38 heavily twinned 
YBA226 92.72 0.28 detwinned 
YBA242 93.28 0.23 detwinned 
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very sharp contrast between single domains separated by the twin boundaiies when 
observed with polarized light normal to the ab-plane. The color of each orthorhombic 
domain depends on the orientation of the a- and b-axes relative to the polarization 
vector of the hght. The appearance of a twinned crystal under polarized light with 
the appropriate polarization analysis is one of alternating bands of yellow and blue 
colored orthorhombic domains separated by twin boundaries imaged as dark lines 
propagating at 45° to the a- and b-axes. Figure 3.5 shows an as-grown crystal that 
has been polished for magneto-optic measurements, so it has a triangular rather 
than rectangular shape. The upper right corner of the crystal shows a very distinct 
separation in two domains and the clearly visible dark "line" running diagonally 
towards an unpolished corner of the crystal is a single domain. A crystal which is not 
as well annealed does not show this sharp contrast in domains. In addition a high 
quality crystal can be seen to have very clean, highly reflective surfaces clear of any 
flux, pits, or growth steps. A clean surface is also important for establishing good 
electrical contact to the crystal. 
3.1.3 Crystal Detwinning 
One of the characteristic structural properties of the YBa2Cu307_^ single 
crystals is the presence of the twin boundaries or twins. High temperature x-ray 
diffraction data of YBCO show an orthorhombic (Pmmm space group) to tetragonal 
(P4/mmm space group) transition as the stoichiometric compound is heated above 
750'^C [86, 87]. According to the analysis of Sapriel [88] on the mechanically allowed 
number of domain walls of ferroelectric ferroelastics, for the species 4/mmmFmmm 
of YBCO one finds that only two walls, i.e. parallel(llO) and (110) are allowed for 
Figure 3.5: Twinned YBa2Cu307_^ Single Crystal 
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linking the two domains. The (110) and (lIO) domain walls are the only ones found 
in YBCO. Twin boundaries are eliminated from the crystals in this project by (1) 
carefully growing the crystals without twins, (2) cleaving away the twinned regions 
of lightly twinned crystals, and (3) detwinning twinned crystals using uniaxial stress. 
On the atomic scale twin boundaries separate crystalline domains. The neigh­
boring domains have their a- and b-axis interchanged. The strain due to the slight 
lattice parameter mismatch (a = 0.38227nm, b = 0.38872nm) across the twin bound­
ary can only be compensated by distortions in the orthorhombic structure on either 
side of the boundary. A 1-2° angular deviation the a- and b-axis on opposite sides 
of the twin reflects the lattice mismatch. The strain field associated with the twin 
boundary, although not clear, is generally taken to be 10-50A [89, 90]. Because of 
the lattice mismatches in the vicinity of twins, they are likely sources and sinks of 
vacancies and point defects. 
About half of the crystals grown and annealed using the procedure described 
earlier are either very lightly twinned or twin-free. Cooling very slowly through 
the 980-920®C crystal growing temperatures and then cooling slowly through the 
tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition can prevent thermal stresses firom generating 
twin boundaries. The procedure also allows the crystals to cool in equilibrium with 
the crucibles. Cooling rapidly from above 750° C may quench disorder associated 
with the tetragonal phase and a subsequent high temperature annealing becomes 
necessary to establish a low number of domains [91]. 
Thermal mechanical techniques allow detwinning of large "heavily" twinned crys­
tals. Heavily twinned means the crystal is free of large (> 500 x 500//m^) domains. 
The twin boundaries can be removed from the crystal and the crystal becomes a 
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single orthorhombic domain. As an example of how a crystal can be detwinned, 
Figure 3.6 shows a crystal before and after detwinning. The crystal was not used in 
any of the studies presented here, but it is representative of the crystals used for the 
studies. 
The uniaxial press used to detwin the crystals is shown in Figure 3.7 [80]. The 
crystal is mounted in the apparatus between two stationary glass slides, shown in the 
figure, and between small vertical pieces of glass, not shown in the figure, which are 
up against the sliding glass plate, shown in the figure. The one to four millimeters of 
micrometer motion, for crystals 30 to 200ixm thick, is used to compress the spring. 
The detwinning device is placed in a small box furnace and taken to ~415°C. The 
thermal expansions of the crystal and detAvinning device's components at this tem-
7 ^ M perature increases the pressures to 10' — 10°-^ and subsequent oxygen diffusion 
becomes easier. The strain created by the force is initially relieved by alignment 
of the shorter a-axis domains along the direction of the force. The relief occurs by 
oxygen diffusion of the 0(1) unit cell site to the 0(5) unit cell site in the domains 
where the b-axis is parallel to the force. This can be easily imagined from Figure 3.1. 
The result of the oxygen diffusion in the conversion of domains where the b-axis was 
parallel to the force to domains with the a-axis parallel to the force. The crystal in 
Figure 3.6 had a force applied on the narrower edges at the top and bottom of the fig­
ure, so the detwinned crystal has the a-axis running from top to bottom. Detwinned 
crystals possess a homogenous color character that alternates from blue to yellow as 
the crystal is rotated 90° under polarized light. 
Figure 3.6; Twinned and Untwinned YBa2Cu30Y_g Single Crystal 
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3.2 Experimentgd Set Up 
3.2.1 Cryogenics 
The cryostat used for the studies [92] is shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. 
The magnet Dewar is a common vacuum speice, Uquid nitrogen shielded design. (This 
Dewar was upgraded to a super-insulated design late in these experiments.) The 
magnet configuration is suspended in the magnet Dewar from the top. Radiation 
shields, magnet support, and wiring systems are thermally connected to a large copper 
plate, which in turn is thermally connected to the inside wall of the Dewar with 
finger stock. The inside wall of the magnet Dewar at this level is soldered to the 
top of the nitrogen jacket and thus is maintained at 77K. The magnet dewar holds 
approximately 12 liters of liquid ^He which is sufficient to operate the magnet system 
for ~8 hours. 
The low temperature cryostat is suspended into the magnet Dewar from the top. 
It has two separate liquid storage spaces—an annular region ending just above the 
magnet for holding ^He and the central tube for the ^He. The annular space or "IK 
reservoir" holds approximately 3/4 liter of 2 He which can be pumped through the 
large tee at the top of the cryostat. When pumping the IK reservoir, temperatures 
as low as 0.9 K can be attained with hold times of about 3 hours. The IK reservoir 
at l.OK also cools, the central ^He tube is also cooled to l.OK. ^He can be admitted 
to the central tube through the tee at the top of the cryostat. The ^He liquifies and 
collects in the thermally isolated tail of the low temperature cryostat. The ^He can 
be pumped through the tee where the ^He is admitted and temperatures as low as 
0.3K can be achieved. ^He was not necessary for these YBa2Cu30y_^ experiments 
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but was used in other measurements of organic superconductors. 
The magnet configuration inside the magnet Dewar consists of two magnets, a 
superconducting 1.5 Tesla split coil transverse magnet and a superconducting 8 Tesla 
longitudinal magnet. The magnets are computer controlled giving sensitive control, 
~ O.lOe, on the resultant field [93]. Each sample is loaded into the bore of the 
orthogonal magnets in the sample chamber. Cooling is accomplished by the thermal 
link to the IK reservoir through the wall of the sample chamber. Cooling rate is 
controlled by adjusting the helium gas pressure in the sample space and the current 
to a phosphur-bronze heater wound close to the sample, as shown in Figure 3.12. 
By maintaining the sample space between 20 and 300 ram of Hg the cool down rate 
with the heater off of the sample towards the He bath temperature could be varied 
from ~5 to 60K/hr. Temperature stability was typically ±10mK and controlled by 
a Lakeshore 93CA temperature controller. 
3.2.2 Resistivity Measurements 
3.2.2.1 Sample Cormections Low frequency AC and DC resistivity mea­
surements were made on the YBa2Cu307_^ single crystals. Great care is taken in 
attaching leads to the samples for the transport measurements after growing, anneal­
ing, and in some cases detwinning the crystal. The chosen sample is placed on a 
150/Lfm thick piece of glass which is cut slightly larger than the sample. GE varnish 
is used to secure the sample to the glass. Electrical contacts were established in a 
two step process: (1) contact pads of Ablebond 36-2 silver epoxy from Ablestik Lab­
oratories as small as 40/xm were painted on the crystal with a I2fim diameter gold 
wire, then annealed in flowing oxygen at 415°C for 6-8 hours, (2) annealed, 12^m 
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gold wires from MWS Wire Industries were attached to the contact strips with silver 
epoxy and cured at approximately 130°C in air for about 1 hour. A typical contact 
resistance is on the order of Ifi. 
The samples were placed on a sample mount constructed of G-10 epoxy and 
phosphor bronze posts and secured with GE varnish between the glass piece and the 
mount. The sample mount and associated electronics for the ac resistivity measure­
ments are shown in Figure 3.12. The gold wires from the sample are attached to the 
phosphor bronze posts with either silver paint or indium solder. The sample mount 
mated with an eight terminal T099 integrated circuit mount at the end of the resistiv­
ity probe. The tail end of the probe consists of a copper block used as a thermal mass. 
A Lakeshore carbon glass thermometer or a cernox thermometer is an integral part of 
the T099. The thermometer is placed in the center of the IC mount and just below 
the G-10 sample mount and the sample. A copper cap surrounds the copper block to 
help achieve thermal equilibrium. A heater is wound on the copper cap to facilitate 
operating in the constant temperature mode. The copper block is suspended from a 
stainless steel tube fed through a quick-connect/flange at the top so that the tube 
and copper block can be mechanically rotated about the longitudinal axis. Current 
carrying wires and twisted copper voltage leads running up the probe are situated 
diametrically opposite from each other to minimize cross-talk. A second probe was 
built during this project, where, the T099 integrated circuit mount is replaced with 
a one piece copper block. The glass with he sample on it is mounted directly to the 
copper block. This probe is used for higher temperature stability measurements. 
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3.2.2.2 Electronics AC resistivity is measured using a low frequency 
driving excitation of 17Hz supplied to the sample by a Wavetek Model 22, for most 
of the experiments, and a Model 90 function generator, late in the project. A constant 
current source was constructed by including a large variable ballast resistor in series 
with the sample resistance. The ballast resistor has a variability ranging from O.lkfi 
to 50kQ, allowing a wide range of input current magnitude. A 100J2 precision resistor 
is in series with the sample resistance and has the voltage across it measured with 
a Keithley 197 early on in the project while later on a EG&G Princeton Applied 
Research (PAR) Model 5210 lockin amplifier through a 1:10:100 PAR Model 190 low 
noise isolation transformer used to determine the current delivered to the sample. 
Application of the AC driving signal allowed the use of phase sensitive detection. The 
sample voltage leads were input to the PAR 5210, at the beginning of the experiments 
and a Stanford Research Systems (SRS) Model SR830 digital lockin amplifier later in 
the measurements. The two methods, before and after the electronics upgrades, were 
checked on the same sample for consistency. The general method made it possible 
to measure small voltages at low driving currents, with usuable signals regularly 
obtained as low as 10~® volts and 10~® Amps. 
DC measurements were used to measure the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics. 
A standard method is used in which the AC current generator, ballast resistor and 
series resistor are replaced with a Keithley 220 current source and the current is read 
directly by the 220. A Keithley 181 early and Keithley 182 late were used to read 
the voltage across the sample. For the I-V measurements, the current direction is 
reversed and typically 30-40 voltage readings are taken for reach current magnitude 
to correct for thermal drift and offset voltages. 
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All the instruments are computer controlled and monitored through a National 
Instruments IEEE-488 bus interface. C programs were modified from earlier studies 
as new equipment was added to the experimental setup. The programs were modified 
using the Sjonantec Think C v.5.0 and 6.0 software. The power supplies for the 8 Tesla 
and 1.5 Tesla magnets were controlled directly by the Mac and the field values for the 
magnets were determined by reading a voltage across a Imfi shunt resistor in series 
with each magnet with a Keithley 197 multimeter. Depending on the application, 
instantaneous readings of the temperature, AC or DC sample current and voltage, 
and magnetic field components were recorded in data files. In some cases, manual 
control of the magnets was performed. 
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CHAPTER 4. VORTEX MELTING IN YBa2Cu307_^ 
4.1 Experimental Results 
4.1.1 Introduction 
The enhanced mobility of flux at the elevated temperatures where YBCO is 
in the mixed state produces dissipation easily seen in magnetoresistive experiments. 
Unusual broadening of the resistivity of YBCO in a magnetic field versus temperature 
was first reported by lye [94]. In conventional superconductors, the general shape of 
the p — T curves at fixed field remains basically the same as the fixed applied field is 
increased, but the p — T curves shift downward in temperature [85]. Figure 4.1 shows 
an example of the resistive broadening for different applied magnetic fields parallel 
to the c-axis seen in a moderately twinned YBCO crystal. The figure shows some 
of the general features in resistive transition previously investigated in other studies, 
see for example [95] and references there in. These features will be briefly reviewed in 
order to set the stage for the new aspects surrounding the vortex melting transition 
investigated in this thesis. 
At temperatures near the zero field transition temperature Tco, ~93K for the 
crystal in Figure 4.1, the fanning out of the resistive transitions taken at different 
fields is shown. As the field is increased from 0 to 8 Tesla, the "zero" resistivity 
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temperature To is seen to decrease. As the transitions are followed further down 
in temperature, the curves are smooth until about 2/3 of the way to To(H). Prom 
this point to To, two of "bumps" in the resistive transition are seen at ~ 35/iQ • cm 
and at ~ lO/zfi • cm. The relationship of these two "bumps" have been studied 
extensively [96]. 
The "bumps" in the resistive transition have been termed the "twin boundary 
pinning shoulder" and the "vortex melting kink" [95]. These terms will be used 
throughout the remainder of this thesis. Focusing on the 4 Tesla curves, these 
two anomalies in the otherwise smooth p — T curve are labeled Tj-^ and Tm, 
respectively. At temperatures close to Tco, the rounding away from the metallic 
behavior, described above as fanning, is due to superconducting fluctuations [97]. 
At temperatures just below Tc, the line vortices axe unstable. As the tempera­
ture drops, more complete line vortices are expected to form [98]. The temperature 
where the point or "pancake" vortices [99] are claimed to become lines [98] corre­
sponds to the temperature where the vortices become pinned by the twin boundaries 
^TB indicated on the 4T curve in Figure 4.1 
as Tj'^. For temperatures between Tj^^ and the vortex solid melting temperature 
Tm. Tm < T < Tj'^, twin boundaries have been shown to be effective at pinning 
the vortex liquid. In this temperature regime, twin boundary pinning slows the av­
erage vortex velocity below the free flow velocity and only ohmic V — I behavior has 
been seen until this study. The free flow velocity will be shown later to occur in 
untwinned crystals in a temperature range just above Tm-
The idea for twin boundary pinning is evident from the curves taken with a 
4 Tesla field on (•) and off 13.3° (O) from the c-axis. A decrease in resistivity or 
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equivalently the vortex liquid average velocity is shown for field aligned with the twin 
boundaries. This decrease is explained as an increase in the lengths of the vortices 
interacting with the twin boundary as the field becomes aligned with the c-axis. 
Twin boundary pinning can also be seen by altering the twin boundary density. The 
thin dashed line between Tj-^ and To represents the resistive transition for a more 
frequently studied, heavily twinned crystal. The p — T curve for the heavily twinned 
crystal only shows the twin boundary shoulder at Tj-g without the melting kink at 
Tm-
Evidence of the pinning by twin boundaries also can be seen from the angular 
dependence of the resistivity [95]. Figure 4.2 shows an angular scan of the applied 
field across the c-axis while monitoring the ab-plane resistivity for two samples. The 
angular width of the effective twin boundary pinning can be described by a pinning 
angle, dp, as shown in the figure. The angle Op has a natural dependence on the twin 
boundary spacing dj^Q: dp increases as the dj'Q decreases. As might be expected, 
twin boundary pinning increases with more twin boundaries. The Op can range from 
~ 25° for a heavily twinned crystal, dj'Q <§C l[Mm, down to almost ~ 1° for a crystal 
with only one twin boundary. 
The vortex melting temperature Tm in Figure 4.1 marks the second bump in 
the resistive transition, the melting kink. In moderately twinned crystals, like the 
one in the figure, the melting transition is suppressed. The full resistive height of 
the melting discontinuity is seen only when the twin boundary pinning is reduced 
by tipping the magnetic field away from the c-axis, as shown in the figure. The line 
from Tm to a new To represents data taken at a higher current density and shows 
the non-ohmic nature of the dissipation seen below Tm-
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Experimental observation of the melting of the flux line lattice in a YBa2Cu307_^ 
crystal was first seen in transport measurements [105] but not reported as evidence of 
vortex melting until later. Vortex lattice melting in high temperature superconduc­
tors was first reported to be observed in a high-Q silicon oscillator technique through 
the dissipation peaks [106] and later similar peaks were seen in mechanical torsional 
oscillator experiments [107, 108]. Later analysis showed that changes in the pene­
tration depth were actually responsible for the observed temperature dependence of 
the peaks [109]. Subsequent transport measurements, like what was just introduced 
above, on YBa2Cu307_^ single crystals have shown indication of a vortex melting. 
A sharp drop in the magnetoresistance is observed [110, 101, 111] and has been the 
prime indication of vortex melting in YBa2Cu307_^ crystals. This feature has been 
used to establish the melting curve in the H — T plane. In addition, the angular 
dependence of Tm{&) was fitted with a reasonable Lindeman criterion [101]. Magne-
toresistive measurements on clean, twin-free single crystals show supporting evidence 
of a controversial first order vortex phase transition. A symmetric hysteresis in the 
temperature and field dependence of the resistivity p(T, H) was found and has been 
suggested as supporting a first order phase transition [110]. 
The as-grown untwinned and detwinned YBa2Cu307_^ crystals measured as 
part of this body of work show (1) the sharpest resistive vortex melting discontinuities 
in temperature and field measured to date, (2) at least two distinct variations in the 
non ohmic behavior below Tm, (3) asymmetry of the resistive hysteresis with applied 
field in very clean samples, (4) resistive hysteresis in magnetic field for fields aligned 
with the ab-plane, (5) the existence of resistive "subloops" or minor hysteresis upon 
partial melting in increasing and decreasing fields, and (6) the non-ohmic behavior V-I 
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character for < T < in a very lightly twinned crystal. These experimental 
results will be discussed and shown to lead to a few substantial conclusions to be 
presented briefly here. The sharpness of the vortex melting transition supports the 
hj'pothesis that the melting is first order. The two types of non-ohmic behavior for 
T < Tm suggests the vortex driving force can drive the vortex solid from an elastic 
to a plastic vortex regime and can control the inhomogeneous melting of the vortex 
solid. The extensions on the initial discovery of resistive hysteresis [110] further 
support the idea of a first order vortex melting transition. The non-ohmic behavior 
at temperatures between Tm and Tj^^ in a crystal with only three domains implies 
depinning of portions of the vortex mass from twin boundaries can occur at relatively 
low current densities. It also implies a certain vortex velocity healing length extends 
away from twin boundaries [112]. 
4.1.2 H||c-axis Resvilts 
4.1.2.1 Melting Discontinuity in Resistivity Figure 4.3 shows a plot 
oi p — T for two fully oxygenated YBa2Cu307_^ crystals as they are slowly cooled 
from well above Tc- The normal state resistivity, p{T) above Tc, for both crystals 
is metallic with p{T) decreasing linearly with temperature. Curvature away from 
linearity in the p —T curve is observed to begin around ~130K. The figure shows the 
zero field transition for a 'low quality' twinned crystal and a 'high quality' detwinned 
crystal. Quality is indicated by the normal state resistivity at Tco and the extrapo­
lated OK resistive intercept p(0), the lower each of these quantities is the higher the 
crystal quality. The Tc is determined from the peak in the temperature derivative 
of the resistivity dp/dT. Both crystals have a Tco ~93K. The widths of the zero 
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field transition ATc are typically 200-700mK, see Table 3.1. As will be pointed out, 
the width of the melting transition generally follows the sharpness of the zero field 
transition. Interestingly the zero field transitions on twinned and untwinned portions 
of the same crystal can vary by lOOmK as shown in Figure 4.4. The difference in 
the normal state resistivity can be explained by the inherent errors in estimated the 
crystal dimmensions and voltage contact spacing. The lower Tc and ATc(K) seen 
in the twinned portion of the crystal could be due to twin boundaries enhancing 
the oxygen diffusion into the crystal allowing higher and more homogeneous oxygen 
content in the twinned region. 
For an applied field H parallel to the c-axis the resistive transitions of a high 
quality, untwinned YBCO single crystal in fields up to 8 Tesla are shown in Figure 4.5. 
Comparing Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.1, the in-field resistivity of the untwinned crystal 
for p(T) > 0.5/o(Tc) is very similar to the in field resistivity of the twinned crystal 
above Tji^g. The decrease in resistivity seen below the resistivity P{TJ^Q) due to twin 
boundary pinning in the twinned crystal, Figure 4.1, is not seen in the untwinned 
crystal in the same temperature range. The resistivity of the untwinned crystal 
appears very similar to the twinned crystal's resistivity when the applied field is 
oriented well away from the c-axis and therefore out of the twin boundary planes. 
The resistivity of the untwinned sample is ohmic above Tm and non-ohmic below 
Tm- The non-ohmic behavior is similar to the twinned sample with field well off the 
c-axis. These facts have been well documented [96, 100, 85, 101, 102, 103, 104]. 
The sharpness of the vortex melting discontinuity for a twinned crystal and 
an untwinned crystal are compared in Figure 4.6. The resistivity data in a field 
of 4T are shown with p{Tc) of each of the two crystals matched. Because of this 
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'normalization', the resistivity curves are approximately the same above of the 
twinned crystal. Both crystals show the characteristic vortex melting discontinuity 
with Tm(4T) « 84.01K. The twinned crystal has melting widths ATm « 500mK 
with field aligned with the twin boundaries and ATm ^ IK misaligned from the 
twin boundaries. The untwinned crystal has AT/n ^ 90mK for field aligned with 
the c-axis. The differences in ATm's cannot be accounted for by the differences of 
ATc's, see Table in Chapter 1. The difference in ATm's is due to a combination 
of the amount of disorder in the crystals and the difference in current densities. In 
general the vortex melting transition Tm as seen in the p — T data is sharper for 
clean untwinned crystals than twinned crystals . This conclusion is arrived at by 
comparing melting discontinuities of many crystals. 
The vortex lattice melting transition is also seen in the field dependence of the 
resistivity at fixed temperature. The sharpness of the melting discontinuity in a 
sample's resistivity as a function of applied magnetic field follows the sharpness of 
the melting discontinuity as a function of temperature 
The melting discontinuity seen as a function of field is labeled at the field where 
the liquid begins to freeze. The vortex melting discontinuity first reported previous 
to this study by Safar [110] was found to be ~1000 Oe in a field of ~6 Tesla. In the 
cleanest samples the transition has since been found to be much sharper. Figure 4.7 
shows the width of the transition can be very sharp, < 10 Oe, the difference between 
data points, in a field of ~6 Tesla. The sharpness of the transition varies slightly 
with sample but generally the most dramatic discontinuity occurs for 80K < T < 
(4.1) 
86K. 
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4.1.2.2 V — I Characteristics at Melting The voltage-current {V — I) 
characteristics of an untwinned crystal around Tm are shown in Figure 4.8. The 
upper panel of the figure shows the temperatures in the p versus T where the V — I 
data were taken. Above Tm, the sample displays ohmic behavior, a straight line 
with slope = 1 on the log V vs log I plot seen in the bottom panel of Figure 4.8. 
Well below T^ the sample displays very non-ohmic behavior; at high currents the 
V — I characteristics approach ohmic behavior and as the current is reduced the 
local slope of the V — I data becomes very large, very quickly. Between these two 
regimes, slightly below Tm, the V — I curve looks "S-shaped". A close-to-ohmic 
regime exists at both very low currents and at very high currents with a cross-over 
occurring between the regimes. This is the general V — I behavior for all high quality, 
untwinned crystals. 
In a heavily twinned sample, the entire resistive transition is ohmic to the res­
olution of standard instrumentation [85]. In contrast Figure 4.9 displays p(T) and 
V — I data on a crystal having only two twin boundaries. The twin boundaries are 
separated by ~150/zm and are oriented at ~ 45° to j. The upper panel contains the 
p(T) at various currents with field aligned with the c-axis and clearly shows nonohmic 
behavior, the p — T curves being different for different currents. The non-ohmic be­
havior is less obvious in the log-log plot of the V-I character of the sample in the 
lower panel. The V — I curve at T = 87.78K, between the melting temperature Tm 
and the onset of twin boundary pinning Tj-^, has a slope slightly above 1 and thus 
is non-ohmic. 
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4.1.2.3 Hysteresis The vortex melting observed in resistivity measure­
ments shows hysteresis of the resistivity in the thermodynamic variables, temper­
ature and magnetic field, and bolsters the hypothesis of the vortex melting being 
a first order phase transition. The hysteresis in the resistivity was first reported 
by Safar [110]. Safar reported the hysteresis to be symmetric as the temperature 
was increased and then decreased. Other reports of hysteresis have also been re­
ported [113, 114, 115, 116]. 
Hysteresis of the resistivity reported here is measured as a function field at fixed 
temperature and ac current. The magnetic field produced firom the longitudinal 
magnet, which was determined to have a inherent hysteresis of <20 Oe, is ramped at 
various manually controlled rates. The hysteresis seen in a very clean crystal is shown 
in Figure 4.10 at a field of ~4T at T » 84.03K. The upper panel of the figure shows 
two successive data runs at two different average temperatures over the run, which 
are as close in temperature as experimentally possible with the set-up used. The 
diflFerence in temperature causes ~60 Oe diflference in Tm, taken at the midpoint of 
the hysteresis for comparative convenience. After establishing equilibrium conditions 
at a fixed temperature with a field well below Hm in the vortex solid state, the field 
was ramped slowly at a constant ~3 Oe/sec. After the ramping field has passed well 
through the vortex melting transition, the field is reversed. A reversing time of ~10 
seconds was required in switching the field ramping direction. This has since been 
improved to ~ 1 second by alterations to the software. The field was ramped down 
to the original starting field value before beginning the next data run. 
The effect of disorder on the hysteresis is shown in Figure 4.11. The upper panel 
of the figure shows the hysteresis in field of a twinned crystal which shows the melting 
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transition. The hysteresis is symmetric and AH/n is ~0.02T. The asymmetric melting 
hysteresis seen in clean untwinned crystals can also be destroyed by increasing the 
current. At higher currents the vortex solid is forced into motion prior to melting. 
This is seen in the lower panel of Figure 4.11. 
The resistive hysteresis shown above in field for various crystals shows hysteretic 
subloops. A YBCO crystal was chosen which showed a wide yet clear hysteresis at 
the melting transition. In other crystals showing a sharp melting transition and an 
asymmetric hysteresis as in Figure 4.10, the phase transition was too sharp to con­
sistently halt and reverse the field sweep in the middle of the transition. Figure 4.12 
shows the p — T curve at ^-ST, the associated hysteresis in field, and an accompa­
nying subloop of the hysteresis for an untwinned crystal. The inset shows the order 
in which the curves were obtained during the hysteresis subloop. The hysteresis is 
symmetric but still wide enough to be distinguishable. The width of the hysteresis is 
~90 Oe, about half the width seen in the asymmetric hysteresis in Figure 4.10. The 
data showing the subloop was taken by (1) ramping the field completely through the 
vortex melting transition, (2) reversing the field ramping direction and stopping the 
ramping about half way through the melting transition, (3) switching to increasing 
field ramping and returning to a field well above the melting transition, (4) finally the 
field ramped down completely through the vortex freezing transition. All the ramp 
rates were the same with less than a 10 Oe drift during field reversal. The resulting 
hysteresis subloop has almost the same width as the full hysteresis. 
4.1.2.5 Current Dependence oi p — T and p — H Below Tm Further 
support for two different vortex phases straddhng the resistive discontinuity comes 
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from the p — T and p — H dependencies at relatively high currents. The high current 
behavior in a lightly twinned crystal is shown in the Figure 4.13. The upper panel 
shows the resistive transition of the sample in a 0.5T field as a function of temperature 
at various current densities. The curves show the characteristic vortex solid melting 
discontinuity at Tm- The drop in resistivity to 'zero' below Tm is followed by a 
return of a finite resistivity at high currents. This effect is also seen in the field 
dependence of the resistivity at a fixed temperature of 90.61K as shown in the lower 
panel of the figure. More details of this behavior just below the melting transition, 
measured as part of this project, is presented in [104]. In addition to the unstable 
resistivity behavior seen below Tm in Figure 4.13, a more periodic behavior is seen 
in an untwinned crystal to only occur below Tm and is shown in Figure 4.14. These 
instabilities are similar to instabilities seen by Bhattacharya in 2H — NbSe2 and 
attributed to nonlocal elasticity enhancing plastic flow of the vortex solid [117]. 
4.1.3 H||ab-plaiie Results 
4.1.3.1 Melting Discontinuity in Resistivity for H||ab-plane Briefly 
the vortex melting characteristics for H [jab-plane will be discussed starting with a 
brief review of previous results. The regular hexagonal vortex pattern that would 
occur for Hjjc-axis becomes distorted as the magnetic field is rotated into the ab-
direction due to the anisotropic penetration length and coherence depth. The anisotropy 
induces bond orientational order of the vortex structure. Less severe magnetic field 
broadening is observed when the field is aligned close to the ab-plane. The broaden­
ing of the superconducting transition in high magnetic fields decreases as the angle 
away from the c-axis increases [118]. The reduced broadening has been attributed to 
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the anisotropy of the pinning forces. Broadening of the resistivity in field exists even 
when j II H. For the applied field very nearly parallel to the ab-planes, to within 
0.1°, the resistive transition shows evidence for intrinsic pinning [119, 120]. In cases 
when the field is aligned extremely well with the Cu-0 planes, intrinsic pinning be­
comes very important and can dominate the vortex dynamics [119]. Typically field 
alignment within 0.1° is not attainable or sample quality is insufficient to observe 
intrinsic pinning. Intrinsic pinning will not be considered further in this thesis. See 
reference [119] for more detail on the intrinsic pinning seen in YBCO as measured as 
part of this project. 
Vortex melting is observed for H || ab-planes [113, 114, 101, 119, 19]. For an 
example of resistive discontinuity for H||ab see the upper panel of Figure 4.15. The 
melting transition for field aligned close to the ab-planes is qualitatively similar to 
that observed for field aligned close to the c-axis. The resistivity at the melting 
discontinuity for both field orientations is ~17 percent of the resistivity at Tg. The 
melting kink for field in the c-direction for the crystal shown in Figure 4.15 is sharp 
for only a narrow temperature range 80K < Tm < 88K and is almost absent in the 8T 
curve. On the other hand, for H aligned with the ab-planes, the melting discontinuity 
is actually sharpest at high fields. Also shown is the non-ohmic behavior occurring for 
T < Tm at 8, 4, and IT, where p — T is displayed for two different current densities. 
4.1.3.2 Hysteresis The sharpest vortex solid-to-liquid transition occurs 
at ~8T and ~3T for field aligned with the ab-planes and c-axis, respectively. The 
sharpness in both these cases is ~300mK. In spite of the fact that the reduced broad-
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ening of the resistivity curves for fields aligned with the ab-planes, the discontinuity 
at the vortex phase transition for the magnetic field in the ab-plane is not as sharp 
as for field along the c-axis. Because of the large width in the melting transition with 
field in the ab-plane, hysteresis is very difficult to observe in the p — T data. As a 
function of temperature, the hysteresis width observed for H||ab was very narrow, 
<7mK [114]. A symmetric hysteresis as a function of field was observed in one crys­
tal that was electron irradiated and then annealed [19]. The hysteresis observed in 
the electron irradiated crystal is displayed in Figure 4.16. The width of the melting 
transition is about 3500 Oe and the width of the hysteresis is about 400 Oe in a field 
of 7T. Neither resistive discontinuity at the melting transition nor the hysteresis loop 
is very obvious for H||ab, suggesting that the melting may be only weakly first order 
for magnetic field in the ab-plane. 
4.2 Discussion 
The sharp vortex melting discontinuity seen in an untwinned crystal and the 
broader discontinuity shown for a twinned crystal as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.5 are 
representative of the vortex melting 'kinks' seen in many other samples. The melting 
temperatures Tm of all the crystals are approximately the same, to within ~ 0.1 — 
0.3K out of ~80K. The evidence supporting the discontinuity in the resistivity of these 
samples as displaying a vortex phase transition are the adherance of the experimental 
melting line to the melting hne determined theoretically from the Lindeman melting 
criterion, the sharpness of the discontinuity, the peak in the the critical current below 
Tm, and the appearance of a finite shear modulus below Tm-
From Equation 2.6 the melting temperature expected for a given field can be 
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determined. For example, at 84K and for a reasonable Lindeman coefficient cj^ of 
0.105, the melting field is 4.2T. This melting field is in good agreement with the 4.0T 
melting field found at 84K as shown in Figure 4.5. 
The Lindeman approach takes the view that if we were able to see the melting 
transition on a microscopic level, we would always see the same scaled picture in 
the solid. For example, at different temperatures, in a solid made of atoms, due 
to the atoms' ability to interpenetrate each others electronic cores, the atoms will 
have different effective sizes. However, for a given crystal structure, the ratios of the 
effective volumes of the atoms to the total volume of the system will always remain 
constant at all points along the melting curve, and their relative arrangements in 
space will always remain the same [121]. Consequently, the pictures along the melting 
curve will always be identical if properly scaled. For the vortex system, if the effective 
vortex volume is scaled as the core radius ^(T) along with the thermal displacements 
and the total volume is described by the vortex spacing ao(H). The ratio of the vortex 
spacing to the core size should be a constant in the field range and temperature range 
where a sharp discontinuity in the resistivity is observed. 
The ratio of ao(H77i) to ^(Tjn) is ~5 for applied fields between ~2 and 8 Tesla. 
Below 2 T the ratio rises very quickly, this is also the field range where the dis­
continuity becomes broader and the resistivity at Trrii pO^m), begins to no longer 
be constant. The constant ratio of ~5 corresponds to ~5 vortex radii between the 
centers of each vortex pair. From the Lindeman melting perspective, the co/^ data 
at the resistive discontinuity appears to be an indication of a phase transition from 
a solid to a liquid. 
At higher fields, the spacing between vortices is closer at the melting tempera-
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ture. If the vortex liquid state is entangled [13], then in order for a freezing to be first 
order and therefore observable as a resistive discontinuity the entangled liquid must 
disentangle. The disentanglement can occur via flux line cutting and reconnecting, 
or by a propagation of the line crossings to the sample's edges. Disentanglement 
is probably a combination of these two methods. In any case, at higher fields the 
lower temperatures and the smaller space between vortices means the line crossing 
becomes harder and the line crossing points migrate slower. So both longitudinal and 
transverse vortex mobility is suppressed. At higher fields the melting temperature 
is lower and the thermal assistance in the disentanglement is reduced. These high 
field effects can be seen in: (1) the rounding of the resistive transition just prior to 
melting, (2) the broadening of the melting discontinuity, (3) the reduced width or 
total lack of hysteresis, and (4) the lessened severity of the nonohmic behavior below 
Tm-
The V — I data for the untwinned crystals also suggests a melting process is 
occurring around the resistive discontinuity. The linear V — I behavior seen at tem­
peratures T > Tm requires the vortex system to be in the liquid state. Below Irn, 
the dissipation created at low Lorentz forces is due to thermally assisted flux flow 
(TAFF) [37], which is just the Anderson model of flux creep in the limit j —> 0. In this 
limit, the electric field caused by vortex motion becomes E oc jexp (^—Ufk^T^ [37]. 
The linear resistivity in the limit of zero current density is thus finite and the mixed 
state at these temperatures is formally not superconducting. Whether TAFF occurs 
at all temperatures in an experimentally clean sample even at temperatures where 
the extreme nonohmic behavior exists has not been probed conclusively. At temper­
atures where the "S-shaped" V — / curves are found, in the current range and voltage 
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sensitivity available in this study, current induced depinning occurs as the increasing 
current takes the voltage from one linear range to the next. The near-ohmic region 
at high currents results because pinning forces are overcome by the Lorentz force and 
the vortex solid motion approaches pure flux flow. 
The non-ohmic behavior seen in untwinned samples was absent from past mea­
surements on twinned samples. The twinned samples, showing only ohmic behavior, 
were densely twinned with a typical twin boundary spacing drp^ of r\j 2OOOA. Non-
ohmic behavior is seen for the lightly twinned crystal, dj<£ « 300/im in Figure 4.9. 
The non-ohmic behavior can be attributed to the space between twins outdistancing 
the effective pinning range of an individual twin boundary. This can be made clear by 
focusing on a single twin boundary in both a lightly and heavily twinned crystal. In 
either case, at the same fixed temperature and field, a number of vortices are pinned 
directly on the twin boundary. Other vortices are pinned indirectly oflF the twin 
boundary by vortex-vortex interactions with the vortices on the twin. The distance 
away from the twin that vortices are pinned indirectly, is dependent on the 
applied field and current. In the lightly twinned crystal most vortices are unpinned 
in the liquid state. As the current is varied, the voltage changes non-ohmically as 
the number of vortices depinned adjusts to the varying drive force. In contrast, all 
the vortices in heavily twinned crystals are pinned, because rj-^, and only 
ohmic behavior is observed. Prom comparison of data on crystals with varjdng twin 
boundary density, appears to be on the order of a micron. 
The resistive hysteresis is also evidence the resistive discontinuity is an indica­
tion of the vortex melting transition. The resistive hysteresis is understood as the 
uniform superheating of Abrikosov crystallites and supercooling of the vortex liq­
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uid. It appears from the theretical considerations of Imry and Wortis [41], the large 
number of crystallites have melting temperatures spread over ATTT^ and some of the 
crystallites melt in a more discrete manner than others. However all of them undergo 
approximately the same amount of supercooling or superheating and the uniformity 
in hysteresis of similar crystallites would explain the uniform and symmetric hystere­
sis width of the entire sample measured by Safar [110]. In the cleanest samples, the 
melting of the sample with the reduced number of crystallites hysteresis is expected 
to be sharper and the hysteresis is expected to be non-uniform or asymmetric. 
The hysteresis of the resistivity shown as a function of field can be explained in 
the following manner. At a fixed temperature just below T7n(5.87T), say ~81.39K 
as in the lower panel of Figure 4.10, and a fixed field below Hm, like 5.84T as in the 
start of the investigation of hysteresis, the vortex system is a solid, in a configuration 
of domains determined by the background defect structure. The defect distribution 
is assumed unifrom so the domain size is as narrowly distributed. Here, the average 
vortex size ^  and thermal displacement are fixed by T and the vortex spacing 
ao(H) is fixed by H. As the field is increased, remains constant while ao(H) 
decreases until a fraction, ~0.15, of ao(H) arrives at the fixed where vortex 
lattice melting occurs. At Hmj the shear modulus of the solid vanishes and vortex 
liquid motion occurs. In the figure, between 5.87 < H < 5.92, a smooth transition 
from vortex solid to liquid occurs due to the slight differences in Hm in each domain 
and the local defect structure of the solid, and gives the width to the transition 
AHm. The vortex soUd's shear modulus is replaced by a vortex viscosity of the liquid, 
with a large contribution possibly coming from vortex entanglement. Above Em the 
properties are more homogeneous, and upon reversing the field ramp direction, the 
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resistivity on decreasing field retraces the increasing field data. Just above Hm, in 
the field range 5.87 < H < 5.92 in the figure, the vortices begin to arrange themselves 
in the Abrikosov lattice configuration without the presence of a shear modulus. The 
lattice nucleates simultaneously in large domains and vortex motion stops if the 
applied current is low. These domains are broken apart by local pinning and become 
more independent of each other. 
If the vortex melting transition is indeed first-order, then minor hysteresis loops 
should be associated with the transition. By exiting the phase transition the same 
way as entering, a partial loop should be created due to the finite latent heat and 
solidification time. A recent preprint shows data absent of minor loops in the resis­
tivity as a function of temperature [116]. Contrary to those data, subloops are shown 
in Figure 4.12 to exist in an untwinned single crystal of YBCO. 
The magnetic field was increased once through the melting transition taking the 
vortex system completely from the solid state well into the liquid state, labeled as 1 
in the figure's inset. The field was reduced about half way back through the phase 
transition, 2. The field was stopped and ramped up again well into the vortex liquid 
state, 3. At the start of the ramp up, the resistivity moves upwards more slowly 
than the first field ramp up. The effect of the slow change in resistivity with field is 
that the resistivity moves over to the first increasing field leg, shown by the horizontal 
arrow in Figure 4.12. As the upwaxd field ramping is continued, the resistivity follows 
very closely the initial ramp up resistivity curve. Once the field has taken the vortex 
system into the vortex liquid state, the field is ramped down. The subloops occur 
independent of the direction the magnitude of the applied field is being ramped when 
the reversal in field ramping takes place. 
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Although very little of the possible data to choose from displaying the peak in 
the 'critical current' is shown, the general features are presented. The 'peak effect' 
is further evidence of a phase transition occurring at the resistive discontinuity. As 
the melting transition is approached from below, the softening of the shear modulus 
enables the lattice to adjust into a more favorably pinned configuration, pinning in 
the data presented is supplied by twin boundaries. The 'peak effect' is also seen 
in untwinned crystals where vortex adjustments can be made to other background 
defect structures in the crystal. As the shear modulus weakens further, it can no 
longer prevent shear due to the competition of the pinning force and the Lorentz 
force, causing plastic deformations of the lattice as parts of the lattice begin to move 
independently. Eventually the shear modulus completely disappears at Tm and the 
lattice has become a liquid. 
4.3 Concltisions 
In conclusion, supporting evidence for a first order vortex melting transition has 
been observed in the YBa2Cu307_^ single crystals measured with H|| c-axis in this 
project. An extremely sharp resistive discontinuity, ATm w 40mK and < 
10 Oe, occurs in untwinned crystals in agreement with previous measurements. In 
addition, an asymmetric hysteresis has been observed in very clean samples. The 
symmetric hysteresis, previously reported, has also been seen in dirty untwinned and 
in lightly twinned samples in this project and is associated to the lack of uniformity 
of the superconducting properties of those crystals. Furthermore, subloops of hys­
teresis in field have been seen further shoring up the hypothesis of a first order phase 
transition. The v — i data also displays the change in the vortex system occuring at 
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The softening of the vortex lattice is shown in the dramatic peak effect. 
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CHAPTER 5. ELECTRON IRRADIATION 
5.1 Introduction 
Electron irradiations have been shown to create pinning sites and enhance the 
critical magnetization current in YBa2Cu307_^ [122]. Shiraishi [122] irradiated a 
YBCO sintered pellet with 3 MeV electrons up to 2.25 x at about 370K. 
Magnetization measurements at LOT and 77K showed that the current density was 
enhanced by the electron irradiation from 7.4x to ll.Sx by an 
electron irradiation to 1.75 x and then decreased upon further irradiation. 
Further electron irradiations showed increases in the normal state resistivity, enhance­
ment of the screening efficiency, and alterations to the surface barrier [123, 124, 125]. 
Konczykowski irradiated YBa2Cu307_|5 single crystals and observed a 1.8K decrease 
in Tc with an 8% increase in the normal state resistivity [123]. He irradiated a single 
crystal of YBCO with 2.5MeV electrons and from the enhanced screening efficiency, 
determined from transmittivity measurements, as a function of damage at low tem­
peratures concluded that the defects produced by the electron irradiation increased 
the pinning force of the flux vortices and hence the critical current Jc [124]. Kon­
czykowski [125] also lightly irradiated untwinned single crystals, without changing Tc 
and reported a reduction in the apparent first-field for flux penetration suggesting the 
presence of energy barriers for flux penetration in the unirradiated crystal that are 
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removed by irradiation. Irradiations of YBCO crystals with IMeV electrons showed 
no visible defects could be detected with in situ transmission-electron-microscopy 
and that the most likely pinning defect is the displacement of a Cu atom from the 
Cu02-plane sites [126, 127]. Although the pinning behavior has been shown to in­
crease with electron irradiation, the effects of the induced point defects on the vortex 
melting transition and an analysis of changes to the liquid state have not been inves­
tigated. 
The focus of this portion of this thesis is to show the effects of electron irradiation 
on the vortex liquid to solid phase transition. This part of this study has produced 
the following results. (1) The direct suppression of the first order vortex liquid to 
solid phase transition due to the controlled introduction of point defects created by 
electron irradiation. (2) Transport in the vortex liquid state is dominated by viscosity 
rather than by single vortex pinning. (3) The first order vortex phase transition can 
be recovered by reducing the density of point defects through subsequent annealing 
of the sample. 
5.2 Experimental Results 
5.2.1 Introduction 
A YBa2Cu307_^ single crystal with a sharp zero-field resistive transition was 
detwinned and measured. The sample showed all the indications of the first order 
vortex liquid-to-solid phase transition. The sample was irradiated with electrons 
and remeasured. The nature of the vortex liquid state and the first order vortex 
solid-to-liquid melting transition was investigated by comparing the before and after 
irradiation data. The results demonstrate for the first time, the disappearance of the 
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sharp melting transition with controlled induced disorder. The effects of pinning in 
the liquid state were observed and show that the vortex liquid is viscous, a signature of 
possible topological entanglement of the vortices as has been suggested by Nelson [13]. 
Also the sharp melting transition and the associated hysteresis in the temperature 
and field dependencies of the resistivity, described earlier, for both H||c and H||ab can 
be recovered by subsequent annealing of the sample. This lends further support to 
the contention that the discontinuity in the magnetoresistivity is indeed an intrinsic 
feature in untwinned crystals associated with a first order phase transition. 
5.2.2 Point Defect Production 
Electron irradiation of the detwinned crystal was performed at the high-voltage 
electron microscope (HVEM) accelerator facility at Argonne National Laboratory [126] 
The sample was rigidly mounted with silver epoxy on a high-mesh face of a 100 x 300 
mesh copper grid. The grid was then clamped Avith a spring-type ring to the sample 
holder of a single-tilt sample stage and used as a heat sink. The detwinned single 
crystal was cooled to 40K to prevent crystalline changes due to beam heating and 
irradiated with IMeV electrons in a vacuum of 10~®Torr. When the HVEM was 
operated as a source of electrons for the irradiation, the low magnification mode was 
used to spread the beam sufiiciently to uniformly irradiate the area between the volt­
age contacts on the crystal. The irradiation was performed slightly off the c-axis to 
prevent channeling effects. 
An electron energy of IMeV and an irradiation fluence $ of 1 x lO^^m"^ were 
chosen to create only Cu and 0 displacements in the crystalline lattice and not to 
degrade Tc severely. The Cu and O displacements on the Cu-0 plane were found to be 
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the major pinning sites in electron irradiated YBCO [126]. For YBCO, Equation 2.68 
becomes 
R {meters) = 630 x io-6£;l-265-0.09541ni;o (5 
where the initial electron energy Eo is again expressed in MeV and so the iMeV 
electrons have a practical range of ~ 630/um. This practical range in YBCO is much 
greater than the GOfim thickness of the chosen crystal, so the Cu and 0 displacements 
are uniform throughout the sample. 
The number of Cu and O displacements in the Cu-0 planes created by the elec­
tron irradiation can be determined from Equation 2.69. The threshold energy for ion 
displacement is first calculated for Cu and 0 using Equation 2.66, EJ^Q^ « 18eV 
and Efji^Q w 102eV, respectively (the electron threshold energy for producing Cu and 
O displacements E^ is taken from experimental data [126]). The electron scatter­
ing cross-section for the Cu and O ions is then calculated from Equation 2.67 to 
be SObarns and CQ « 2barns, respectively. The Cu and 0 ion densities in 
each Cu-0 plane are « 6.73 x lO^^m"^ and UQ « 1.35 X lO^^m"^, respec­
tively. The total number of displacements d in the Cu-0 planes from Equation 2.69 
is 3.67 X lO^^defects/m? • Cu-0 plane (3.4 x lO^^m"^ and 2.7 x lO^^m"^ Cu and 
O displacements, respectively). 
5.2.3 H)|c-ctxis Results 
The detwinned YBa2Cu30y_^ single crystal shows the supporting evidence of 
a first order vortex liquid-to-solid phase transition. The upper plot in Figure 5.1 
shows the resistivity of the crystal before electron irradiation. A sharp discontinuity 
in the resistivity is seen at p{Tm) ^ IS/zfi • cm which is ~ 18% of the normal state 
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resistivity taken just above Tc, as was discussed earlier. The resistive discontinuity is 
sharpest at ~5T with broadening occurring above and below this field. At the melting 
temperature for ~5T an investigation of the hysteretic effects of the first order phase 
transition was pursued. The upper panel of Figure 5.2 shows a mostly symmetric 
hysteresis. (The lower panel in this figure will be referred to later.) The hysteresis is 
not as distinct as was shown earlier. The width of the zero field transition is slightly 
wider in temperature than other samples. Inhomogeneities in the superconducting 
properties are responsible for the inhomogeneous vortex freezing and melting observed 
in the broadening of the melting transition. 
The lower plot of Figure 5.1 shows the resistive transitions of the YBCO crystal 
after irradiation. Figure 5.3 shows the resistive transition in magnetic fields up to 
8 T for H|| c-axis before and after electron irradiation. The upper panel shows the 
zero field transition is decreased by about IK where Tc is taken at the midpoint 
of each transition as shown by the arrows in the figure. After irradiation a small 
step can be seen at about 92.7K and is suspected to be due to misalignment of the 
circular beam spot impinging between the voltage contacts, producing an inhomo­
geneous point defect distribution. The upper panel also shows the superconducting 
transition width has become narrower, if after irradiation the step is discounted as 
not representative of the majority of the transition. A 12% increase in the normal 
state resistivity pn after irradiation is also obvious from the figure. The lower panel 
of Figure 5.3 is presented in reduced resistivity p{T)/p{Tc) and reduced temperature 
T/Tc, in order to account for the depression of Tc and the increase in the normal 
state resistivity after electron irradiation. The thick lines in the lower panel depict 
the untwinned crystal before irradiation. The thin lines show the normalized resis-
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tivity after electron irradiation for H || c. At high temperatures, the post-irradiation 
curves follow the pre-irradiation curves very closely. At lower temperatures, the post-
irradiation curves begin to deviate downwards from the pre-irradiation curves. The 
most obvious and dramatic difference between the pre- and post-irradiation curves is 
that the sharp kink associated with the first order phase transition completely disap­
pears and the resistivity becomes a smooth, continuous curve. The temperature at 
which the post-irradiation resistivity begins to fall below the pre-irradiation resistiv­
ity corresponds to p/p{Tc) « 0.4 and will be referred to as Tp . The curves for 2T 
and 8T clearly demonstrate that the deviation between the pre-irradiation and post-
irradiation curves increases with magnetic field. The zero resistivity temperature at 
fixed field is reduced by the addition of point defects. 
Dramatic changes are also seen in the voltage-current characteristics after irradi­
ation. Some voltage versus current (V-I) curves for both before and after irradiation 
are shown in the series of Figures 5.4-5.6. The pre-irradiation untwinned crystal is 
characterized by ohmic behavior above and non-ohmic behavior below the melting 
temperature, as shown in the upper panels of these figures. The S-shape in the V-I 
curve before irradiation has been discussed earlier and has been related to the ther­
mally activated flux flow of the vortex solid at low excitation current and free flux 
flow of the vortex structure at high excitation currents. The S-shaped V-I behavior 
is most evident in the 7T data and occurs at just below 10mA. The S-shape in the 
4T curve, although not as clear, occurs a decade in current lower similar to the data 
shown in Figure 4.8 when discussing the vortex melting transition. i4yifer irradiation, 
the voltage-current characteristic shows ohmic behavior at all temperatures investi­
gated for 4 and 7 T, indicating that the vortices are in the liquid state at and above 
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these temperatures. In the 0.5 T V-I curves after electron irradiation some obvious 
non-ohmic behavior persists at low temperatures, although the non-ohmic behavior 
is much less severe than in the pre-irradiation V-I data as shown in the figure. 
The locations on the resistance versus temperature curves where the V-I curves 
in Figures 5.4-5.6 were taken are shown in Figures 5.7-5.9. The x-axis on each figure 
have the same scale in unreduced units and show the reduction of the zero resistance 
temperatures. The figures for 0.5T and 4T have both the 1mA and 0.1mA sample 
currents. The 0.5T curves show that non-ohmic behavior occurring around 91.3K 
before irradiation still exists in the very tail at ~89.8K after irradiation. In the 4T 
curves, non-ohmic behavior just below the melting discontinuity before irradiation is 
completely absent at all temperatures after irradiation. 
5.2.4 H{|ab-plane Results 
The results for the applied field aligned close to the ab-plane are similar to the 
results just shown for Hjjc-axis. The field broadening and melting or non-melting 
features are compressed into a temperature range only 1/3 the temperature range 
seen for field along the c-axis due to the anisotropy of the superconducting properties. 
This means the quantitative results are sUghtly less clear but the same trends seen 
for the c-axis data are seen for the ab-plane data. 
The resistivity versus temperature at various fixed fields between 0 and 8T ap­
plied parallel to the Cu-O-planes before and after electron irradiation is displayed in 
Figure 5.10, with the same resistivity and temperature scales on both panels. The 
effect of the irradiation in reducing the zero resistivity temperature is more obvious 
than was displayed in Figure 5.1 for the field aUgned with the c-axis. Before irra-
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diation a 'kink' or discontinuous change in slope in the resistivity as a function of 
temperature is seen at ~ • cm for high fields, gradually moving up in resistivity 
for lower fields, and is only detectable from derivative curves for fields below IT. 
The 'kink' has been studied extensively and is due to the same melting transition 
discussed for the c-axis. i4/ter irradiation the discontinuity has been transformed into 
a smoother transition as was seen for the curves for Hljc-axis. A difference though 
does exist between H||c and H||ab after irradiation as seen in the lower panels of 
Figures 5.1 and 5.10. The curvature in the p-T data as the resistivity approaches 
zero is positive for Hljc while negative for Hljab. For the H||ab, it is as if the before 
irradiation curves in the upper panel of Figure 5.10 have been terminated at just 
below p{Tm) and moved down to the lower panel of the figure to give the after irra­
diation curves. This mental exercise can not be done for the before irradiation curves 
to obtain the a/ter irradiation curves for H||c in Figures 5.1. 
Figure 5.11 brings the before (thicker lines) and after (thinner lines) irradiation 
curves together in the reduced resistivity and reduced temperature format for fields 
between 0.5 and 8 T aligned close to the ab-plane. The curves displayed in this 
figure show that the changes from before to after are less severe than for H||c-axis as 
shown in the lower panel of Figure 5.3. The reduced scheme of Figure 5.11 shows 
that the zero resistivity temperature has not changed much at any field. At high 
fields H >2T the zero resistivity temperature is lower after irradiation than before 
irradiation, while the reverse is true at lower fields H <2T. Also unlike the data 
for H||c-axis, the before and after irradiation curves are similar for all temperatures 
above Tm at any field. 
The resistivity versus temperature displays non-ohmic behavior both before and 
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Figure 5.11: Reduced Resistivity Before and After Electron Irradiation for 
Ha II ab-plane 
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after irradiation. Figure 5.12 shows p-T curves both before and after electron ir­
radiation for an 8 T applied field parallel to the ab-plane and is representative of 
the non-ohmic behavior seen in other fields. Before irradiation non-ohmic behavior 
occurs for temperatures below the 'kink' at Tm, for the 8 T data Tm/Tc is ~0.969. 
After irradiation, non-ohmic effects occur at close to the same temperature, a little 
lower than the pre-irradiation Tjn for high fields, as shown in the figure for ST, and 
a little lower than the pre-irradiation TT^ for low fields as was seen earlier with the 
zero resistivity temperature. Also, the after irradiation p-T curves develop a concave 
up tail at higher currents and can be seen in the 1.0mA curve after irradiation in 
Figure 5.12. 
The extent of the non-ohmic behavior can be seen in the series of V-I curves 
taken at 8 and 0.5T|lab in Figure 5.13. The temperature where the V-I data was 
gathered is displayed in Figure 5.14 The non-ohmic behavior for 0.5 and 8T||ab-plane 
are very similar. Non-ohmic V-I curves are seen at temperatures where even for the 
smallest experimental currents a finite resistance is observed in both sets of data. 
5.2.5 Results from Sample Annealing 
Following the measurements taken immediately after the electron irradiation, 
the irradiated sample was annealed in air in annealing temperatures Ta ranging from 
100°C < Ta < 240°C. The temperatures of the anneals and the amount of times 
at these temperatures is summarized in Table 5.1. The annealings were performed 
in the order listed in the table, the first anneal was at 100°C for 4 hours, anneal 
number 1, and the last, anneal number 9, was at 300°C for 4 hours. The sample was 
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Table 5.1: Summary of Crystal Annealings After Electron Irradiation 
Crystal Annealings 
Annealing Number Temperature(°C) Time(Hr) 
1 100 4 
2 150 4 
3 180 4 
4 180 4 
5 200 2 
6 200 2 
7 220 4 
8 240 4 
9 300 4 
annealed without removing it from the G-10 sample holder. On the final anneal at 
300° C the G-10 began to break down and damaged the crystal (data was not taken 
after the 300°C anneal). 
The changes in the zero field superconducting resistive transition is shown in 
Figure 5.15. For the first five anneals, up to the 1®^ 200°C anneal the Tc increases 
in 0.1 - 0.15K steps. Then after the 2'^'^ 200°C anneal a 0.3K jump in Tc occurs, 
the 7 and 8 annealings changed Tc only slightly with a slight sharpening of the 
transition. At the same time the Tc generally increasing back to the Tc measured 
before during the initial annealings, the normal state resistivity pn is decreasing to 
the before irradiation value. The zero field superconducting transition temperature 
Tc versus the normal state resistivity at 93.5K p(93.5fC) is shown in Figure 5.16. The 
endpoints are the before and after data and in between only the first six annealings 
are shown since Tc and pn do not change with further annealing. The relationship 
between Tc and /On(93.5) is close to Unear. 
The magnetoresistivity as a function of temperature for fields up to 8 T are shown 
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for a selection of the annealing temperatures and times in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. The 
^(T) plots in these two figures can be compared along with the plots in Figure 5.1 for 
before and immediately after the electron irradiation. The general trend seen for the 
p — T curves at fields between 2 and 6 T is the gradual return of the discontinuity as 
the sample is more annealed. After the first annealing at 100°C, not much change 
is seen in any of the p-T curves except in zero field as discussed earlier, and so 
they are not shown in the figures. After anneal #2 at 150°C7 a very small shift in 
the zero resistivity temperature To and the shape of the curve as it approaches this 
temperature. Looking carefully at the 4T curve in the upper plot of Figure 5.17, the 
zero resistivity temperature has increased slightly from the 4T curve in the lower plot 
of Figure 5.1 and the curvature of the resistive tail has gone from positive to nearly 
linear. In other field curves very little if any change is observed. After the next 
annealing at 180°C shown in the lower panel of Figure 5.17, more obvious changes 
in To and p-T curvature at all fields except 7 and 8T. The 4T curve in this plot is 
beginning to shows signs of a discontinuity just above To. In the final two p-T plots 
in Figure 5.18 the return the vortex melting discontinuity has become apparent at 
most fields. 
The changes in the temperature dependence of the resistivity during the an­
nealing process after electron irradiation for 4T||c is shown in Figure 5.19 The p-T 
data in the figure are plotted in reduced form to compensate for the changes in Tc 
of the sample. The upper plot shows the resistivity is not changed by the electron 
irradiation or the annealing process. The lower plot shows the changes in reduced re­
sistivity p(T)/p(Tm) 0.4 of the sample. As the crystal is annealed for longer times 
and higher temperatures, To increases and approaches the pre-irradiation value. In 
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addition, the resistivity during the annealings above the pre-irradiation Tm increases 
to the pre-irradiation value. The resistive discontinuity associated with vortex lattice 
melting is clearly evident at intermediate fields after the 1®^ 200°C annealing. The 
reduced Urn when the 'kink' becomes visible is lower than Tm before irradiation and 
eventually T/n during annealing increases to just below the pre-irradiation Tm value. 
A similar trend is seen the resistivity just above TJTJ: the resistivity creeps up to the 
pre-irradiation value. 
The sample shows hysteretic behavior supporting a return of the first order 
vortex melting transition after the first 200°C annealing, annealing #5. Figure 5.20 
shows four sequential field ramping loops close to 4T|| c-axis. The reproducibility of 
the hysteresis is shown in the four data runs in Figure ??. A symmetric hysteresis 
occurs for the upper potion of the loop and an asymmetric hysteresis for the lower 
portion of the curves. 
A comparison of the temperature dependence of the resistivity, before irradiation, 
immediately after irradiation, and after the first 200°C anneal are shown in the upper 
panel of Figure 5.21. The sharpness of the resistive drop in the tail suggests that 
hysteresis in fieldmay occur, as shown in the lower panel of the same figure. 
5.3 Discussion 
The data tell us about the effects of the electron irradiation and subsequent 
sample annealing on the superconducting properties and in particular on the vortex 
melting discontinuity seen before the irradiation. The electron irradiation at the 
IMeV energy level used in this investigation has been shown to create only Cu and 
O displacements in YBCO [126]. The point defects have small spatial extents. It is 
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the small size of the defects relative to the large coherence lengths of conventional 
superconductors which made the pinning of the vortices after electron irradiation so 
weak in earlier materials. YBCO, as was pointed out earlier, has coherence length 
on the order of the suspected defect size, ^ SA and w 16A and have a 
better possibility, at least from geometric considerations, of pinning vortices. At low 
temperatures the distribution of random point defects suggests the possibility of the 
vortex solid phase being a vortex glass [10]. 
It is contended the electron irradiation induced point disorder prevents the vortex 
liquid from forming an Abrikosov lattice at the pre-irradiation freezing temperature 
Tm and shifts vortex solidification to lower temperatures. Figures 5.4- 5.6 showed 
a shift from non-ohmic behavior before irradiation (below Tm) to completely ohmic 
behavior at all investigated temperatures after irradiation. This is quite surprising, 
since in the presence of weak random point disorder, a second order phase transition 
from the vortex liquid to a vortex glass state has been predicted . In order to check the 
possibility of the a glass phase existing as the solid phase from the data, the scaUng of 
the resistive tail is performed [20,128]. The scaling involves fitting the resistivity data 
in the tail of the transition after irradiation far from the superconducting fiuctuation 
regime and only for fields where the resistivity is ohmic to a form given by 
/ ) o c | T - T ^ | ^ .  ( 5 . 2 )  
T g  is the vortex-glass temperature and s is a universal critical exponent. Previous 
measurements have found s~6-6.5 [20, 128, 18]. By plotting (d/j/dT)"^ versus T, 
and fitting the hnear portion of the resulting curve T^ and s can obtained from the 
data. An example of the results of this scaling scheme is shown in Figure 5.22. The 
result of the fittings yields a field dependent value for the scaling exponent in the 
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range of 1.3 < s < 2.7 for fields IT < H < 8T. A universal scaling exponent is not 
found due to this field dependence and is in clear disagreement with the vortex-glass 
prediction of a field-independent scaling exponent closer to 6.5 [20, 128, 18]. So at 
least initially, the vortex solid phase does not appear to be the predicted vortex glass. 
In order to determine what the vortex solid state is clues may be obtained from the 
vortex liquid phase. 
The pre-irradiation resistivity data in the temperature range between the melt­
ing temperature Tm and the temperature where the pre- and post-irradiation data 
diverge Tp, as defined in the results section, can be shown to follow the Bardeen-
Stephen free flux flow resistivity pj 
"/ = 
The normal state resistivity pn is extended below Tc by approximating pn between 
lOO/f <T < 220K as a third order polynomial, see the upper panel of Figure 5.23. 
The upper critical field Bc2 estimated from the slope of the upper critical 
field dB(f2,/dT « —l.QT/K for fields along the c-axis. The flux flow resistivity using 
Equation. 5.3 is determined for an applied field of ST and is plotted with the actually 
8T resistivity data taken before the irradiation in the lower panel of Figure 5.23. 
Good agreement between the experimental data and the line firom the B-S equation 
is found within the temperature range indicated by the vertical dashed lines in the 
figure. In addition if a fixed temperature is chosen, the field dependence of the 
resistivity is linear with close to a zero intercept and extrapolates to pn at He for the 
chosen temperature. Figure 5.24 shows an example of these facts. Here a temperature 
of 83K was chosen and then data was extracted from the /o-T curves for fields where 
a good fit is obtained using Equation 5.3. Unfortunately a continuous p-T curve 
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was not obtained before irradiation, but from the two fits shown a field range can 
be visualized as existing where a zero intercept would be obtained and by excluding 
the data close to 5T, where at 83K the resistivity is already being influenced by 
the slight downward curvature seen prior to the vortex melting transition. An 
average of the two fits can be used, along with slope of Bg2, ^ 18.1T, 
to obtain an expected value of pn at 83.46K, /07i(83.46i£') « 81.65/zf2 • cm. This 
value of Pn is in agreement with the pn obtained from the extrapolated fit equation 
obtained in Figure 5.23, /9n(83.46/i') 82.78)uf2 • cm. Furthermore, the resistivity 
determined from the high current portion of the S-shaped V-I curves, for example in 
the upper panel of Figure 5.6, agree quantitatively with the resistivity from the ac 
measurements, shown in Figure 5.1. The high current portion of the S-shaped V-I 
curves is associated with free flux flow. Thus, the preirradiation resistivity in the 
temperature range ~ Tm < T <~ Tp is identified with the Bardeen-Stephen [16] 
free flux flow resistivity p^. This establishes a reference dissipation where neither 
vortex pinning by defects nor the vortex viscosity due to shear processes play a 
major role in the energy dissipation. 
A decrease in the resistivity is seen after irradiation for all fields applied along 
the c-axis above the melting temperature for the preirradiated crystal. This decrease 
can come about from simple pinning by the electron induced pinning defects or from 
the changes in the vortex velocity profile by the point defects allowing the viscous 
nature of the vortices to be seen. First the potential governing vortex motion will be 
determined from the data using a phenomelogical equation similar to Equation. 2.63. 
The resistivity due to point defects pp cein be extracted from the pre- and post-
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irradiation resistivities py and p using the addition formula 
(5.4) 
The extracted resistivity due to the addition of point defects pp to the crystal is 
shown in the upper panel of Figure 5.25. The resistivity pp follows an expo­
nential behavior given by pp = ppQexp[—C/(l — where the activation energy 
U(T) = Uo{l—t) has the temperature dependence expected for the Ginzburg-Landau 
condensation energy. The field dependence of the activation energy U (T) at T = 8ZK 
obtained from the experimental data is shown in Figure 5.26 and can be fit to a power 
law 
The magnitude of the activation energy is on the order of lOOOK much higher than 
the melting temperature, on the order of lOOK. Because of the small temperature 
range available for fitting for U in the 2T data, see Figure 5.25, fits from 3-8T and 2-
8T to Equation. 5.5 are both shown in Figure 5.26. The experimental value of U(T,H) 
and its temperature- and field-dependence can be compared to other energies involved 
in the experiment. 
First the pinning energy will be determined from Equation. 2.51. The electron 
irradiation produced more Cu displacements than O displacements, « 12dQ, see 
the results of the section titled 'Point Defect Production'. In order to determine the 
defect with the largest pinning strength, leading the deepest pinning potential the 
elementary pinning force must also be compared. Equation 2.45 is used to determine 
the elementary pinning force of point defects or voids in generally and can be modified 
to deal with the point defects in YBCO. After including the temperature dependence 
U { H )  =  U { H  =  0 ) - H ^ .  (5.5) 
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of ^ and simplifying 
/ p « 9 . 3 6 x  ( 5 . 6 )  
The diameter of the point defects are approximated by the diameter of the 
and ions, Z?_|_2^^ l.lA and D_2Q « 2.8A, respectively. The diame­
ters give elementary pinning forces for point defects of variety and ~^0 
of fpC^^Cu) w 1.14 X 10~^^N and fp{~^0) « 7.36 x respectively, or 
fp^^^Cu) « 0.15/p(~^0). The pinning strength as determined from Equation. 2.46 
are WQU « 1-3 x 10-^5(1 - <)^(1 + and WQ « 4.3 x 10-4b(1 -
t)^(l + where B is the applied magnetic field in Telsa and t = T/Tc 
is the reduced temperature. Equation. 2.51 can be rewritten for point defects at 
T = 8SK as 
or it can be written for Cu and O vacancies produced in this electron irradiation of 
this YBCO crystal as 
HE »r.oiK fi - -5-V'" (s.si 
''B (1 + 1)^/'I ®c2/ 
and for a 5T applied field, at a 0.9 reduced temperature. Prom either form, the 
pinning energy of the point defects added to the YBa2Cu307_^ single crystal gives 
U/kB QAIK. This pinning energy due to the induced point defects is far too small 
to account for the change in dissipation since the temperatures of the observed dissi­
pation changes are up above 70K. Point defect clustering which has been suggested 
to occur in other electron irradiations [126] and seen in proton irradiations [129], has 
to be considered. In order to consider the pinning of the clusters, formed from the 
density of point defects, as causing the change in dissipation seen, the pinning energy 
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of the clusters has to approach the temperatures of the measurements. For this to 
happen, the size must be on the order of 200A at a density of 5 x clusters/rr?. 
Defects of this size and density have not been reported and so clustering of point 
point defects does not give a sufficient pinning source to produce the effects seen in 
the defected sample measured. However, the point defects and any clusters formed 
can create modulations in the vortex velocities in the liquid state. The dissipation 
can then be dominated by viscous processes seen due to the velocity gradients and 
will be shown to have a much higher activation energy [130, 12] than the pinning 
activation energy. 
The viscous shear processes that take place in liquid flow and govern the viscos­
ity of the vortex liquid can be related to a "plastic energy" Upi [130,12]. The plastic 
energy is proportional to Tm describing the energy involved in vortex cutting and 
recombination in an entangled liquid. Taking Upi oc — as measured in the 
experiment, we obtain the form of the melting curve from the condition Upi ~ Tm, 
leading to Hm ~ (1 — This is in good agreement with recent transport mea­
surements of the melting curve in twinned and untwinned single crystals [110, 101]. 
The experimentally determined activation energy is U/k^ « 800K at 83K and 5T, 
as shown above. A recent numerical calculation [131] finds the energy required for 
vortex crossing near the melting line to be Ux 7.5k^Tm- The numerical value of 
this estimate at T = 83K and H = bT gives Ux/k^ « 600K, the same order as our 
experimentally obtained value for the same temperature and field. Thus while direct 
single vortex pinning in an unentangled liquid is not able to account for the large 
activation energy or its field dependence, viscous processes associated with vortex 
entanglement are consistent with both observations. Thus the data indicate that 
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the reduced dissipation arising from electron irradiation induced point defects is pri­
marily due to viscous processes. The difference in dissipation is attributed to the 
highly viscous nature of the vortex liquid which becomes apparent only with the in­
troduction of point defects. The probable origin of the viscosity is the entanglement 
of the vortices arising from thermal disorder. Adhering to this interpretation, our 
data indicate that vortex entanglement grows with increasing field. It is also con­
sistent with recent high field measurements on clean untwinned crystals where the 
sharp 'kink' in the magnetoresistance associated with the first order phase transi­
tion becomes smeared at higher fields, and the finite resistivity curve displays ohmic 
behavior [110, 101, 18, 115]. At high fields, the high density vortices entangle, pre­
venting a first order phase transition at and instead leads to a polymer-like glass 
state due to the quenching of the entangled vortex liquid at lower temperatures. 
The annealing results show that reducing the number of point defects (by Prenkel 
pair annihilation, defect clustering or diffusion to the surface or into other preexisting 
defects) reduces the disorder in the vortex liquid, and enables freezing of the vortex 
liquid at Tm- Unfortunately a quantitative value of the defect density does not 
exist. Prom analysis, in the manner done on the data taken immediately after the 
irradiation, shows change in the field dependence of the activation energy but not a 
change in the magnitude of U. After the first annealing at lOOK the exponent of H 
changes to -0.95 from the -0.7 immediately after irradiation. 
5.4 Concliisions 
In conclusion, it has shown that the first order vortex liquid to solid phase transi­
tion in clean untwinned crystals of can be suppressed by the controlled introduction 
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of point defects via electron irradiation. The induced disorder allows observation 
of the viscosity of the liquid state characterized by an exponential temperature de­
pendence. The source of the viscosity is probably vortex entanglement arising from 
thermal fluctuations which increase with magnetic field and may give rise to for­
mation of a polymer-like glass. Furthermore, it is presented for the first time that 
the hysteresis and discontinuity in the magnetoresistance associated with the first 
order transition for Hljc and H||ab in clean untwinned crystals can be recovered by 
subsequent annealing of the crystal. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
The result of this work is the careful investigation of the vortex lattice melting 
in an anisotropic type II superconductor, YBa2Cu307_^ (YBCO). The four major 
results of this investigation in the vortex liquid-to solid phase treinsition are: (1) 
the extremely sharp first order nature of the transition untwinned crystals with low 
defect concentrations, (2) the asymmetric hysteresis of the resistivity with applied 
magnetic field in clean crystals, the symmetric hysteresis in samples with moderate 
defect densities, and the resistive hysteresis displays subloops in ramping the field 
partially through the melting transition, (3) a peak in the critical current just below 
Tm due a softening of the vortex lattice preempting vortex lattice melting, and (4) 
induced point defects eliminate the sharp first order vortex lattice melting transition 
and the non-ohmic behavior below TT^, the vortex liquid state dynamics is dominated 
by vortex viscosity, and subsequent annealing of the sample reestablishes the evidence 
for a first order vortex melting transition. All of these results are strong evidence from 
transport measurements supporting prior transport and other experimental data and 
theoretical work of a melting of the flux line solid. The data also support a first order 
over a second order phase transition in samples with low defect densities. 
The sharpness of the vortex melting transition as seen in the resistive discon­
tinuity is of the order of lOmK in a temperature of 85K and of the order of 10 Oe 
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in a field of 6T. The sharpness of the transition decreases with both increasing and 
decreasing field. The asymmetric resistive hysteresis, typically of ~ 1500e at the 
mid point p{Tm)/'2, is sharper in liquid-to-solid leg, ~ lOOe, than in the solid-to-
liquid leg, ~ 3000e. The width of the hysteresis can be decreased by increasing 
the defect density or by increasing the applied current density. The hysteresis shows 
subloops when the applied field takes the vortex system only part way through the 
melting transition. These results all support a vortex solid-to-liquid first order phase 
transition. 
A change in the V—/ behavior from ohmic to non-ohmic occurs for temperatures 
above and below the melting temperature, respectively. The 'S'-shaped non-ohmic 
behavior below Tm, occurs at a higher currents for higher fixed fields. This tendency 
verifies the increase of the pinning strength with decreasing temperature. A peak in 
a critical current Jc is seen just below the melting transition. An optimization of the 
lattice softening and of the lattice adjustments to pinning sites occurs at each fixed 
temperature or field below melting. A maximum in the optimization is seen at the 
peak in Jc. Above the peak Jc the solid begins to react plastically to the driving force 
with neighboring vortices and vortex bundles shearing past each other. Below the 
peak the solid reacts elastically with distortions occurring to the lattice in reaction 
to local pinning but without a dominance in plastic motion. Both these results are 
evidence for vortex lattice melting occurring at Tm-
The electron irradiation induced point defects eliminated the vortex melting 
discontinuity in the resistivity from experimental view for fields above ~ IT ||c-axis. 
For H||ab-plane the vortex melting transition is suppressed but non-ohmic behavior 
is still measurable at all fields. The depression in the resistivity after irradiation is 
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due to vortex viscosity and not single vortex pinning by point defects. Annealing 
the irradiated sample from 100 — 240°C returned all of the characteristics associated 
with the first order vortex phase transition. 
Other discoveries in the area of crystal growth are: (1) a improved method for 
producing high quality lightly twinned YBCO single crystals and (2) the impor­
tance of preconditioning of the gold crucible used in crystal production. Further 
improvements in crystal size and quality and crucible construction should pursued. 
Continued work on the exact nature of the vortex viscosity in the vortex liquid state 
should be considered. Additional experiments to study the plastic and elastic behav­
ior, the peak effect and the resistive oscillations, in the vortex solid state should be 
developed. 
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